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1-1. Hydrogen bonds and supramolecular assemblies 
A wide range of molecular assembly structures, such as single crystal, plastic crystal, liquid crystal, 
organogels and so on, have been typically constructed by weak intermolecular interactions with wide 
variation of the bonding energy, including electrostatic, hydrogen-bonding, charge-transfer, van der Waals, 
π- π stacking, hydrophobic interactions, etc. Among them, hydrogen-bonding one has been observed in 
many assembly structures from biological systems to organic electronics.1  Hydrogen bond forms 
intermolecular interaction between the molecule containing polar X-H bonds called “H-bond donor” and 
non-bonding electron pairs on atom Y as well as delocalization of the electrons from the lone-pair π orbital 
called “H-bond acceptor” (Xδ--H δ+···Y δ-, where X and Y were electronegative atoms such as N, O, F, Cl, 
etc).  
A large number of hydrogen-bonding interactions exist in a wide range of energy scale (5~20 kJmol-
1) and also bonding geometry.2 Hydrogen-bonding donor molecule has acidic property, while hydrogen-
bonding acceptor one has basic property.3 Typical energy of the hydrogen-bonding interactions are 
ranging from approximately 0.2 to 100 kJ mol-1.2 Hence, both the rigidity and directionality of hydrogen-
bonding interaction are lower than those of the coordination and/or covalent bonds, which enable us to 
design the extended molecular frameworks through the non-covalent interaction. In general, the strength 
of the hydrogen-bonding interaction depends on the electronegativity of the atoms, and can be classified 
into three types of “weak”, “strong”, and “moderate” ones (Table 1.1 and Figure 1.1).4-6 The hydrogen-
bonding length decreased in the strong interaction, while the directionality of the moderate and weak 
hydrogen-bonding interactions are much lower than that of the strong one. Highly directional and strong 
hydrogen-bonding interaction has been often observed in many types of supramolecular systems. 
Therefore, from the perspective of a rational design, highly directional and strong hydrogen-bonding 
interactions are useful to design the extended molecular assembly networks using the self-assembling 
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process of the hydrogen-bonding organic molecules. 
 




Figure 1.1. Various types of hydrogen-bonding interaction and its corresponding bonding energy. 6 
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Hydrogen–bonding organic framework (HOF) are defined as a framework connected by the 
intermolecular hydrogen-bonding interactions between the organic molecules, which can be further 
assembled by the other weak intermolecular interactions such as the C-H···π, van der Waals, dipole-dipole, 
halogen-bonding, cation···π interactions, and so on. Many kinds of molecular structures have been applied 
for fabricating the hydrogen-bonding molecular assemblies (Figure 1.2), for instance, aromatic carboxylic 
acid, pyrazole, 2,4-diaminotrizaine, amid, benzimidazolone, imide, imidazole, amidinium, boron acid, 
resorcinol, pyridine, 2,6-diaminopurine, and so on. These hydrogen-bonding molecules can form different 
assembly structures, according to the number of interaction sites. Depending on the functional hydrogen-
bonding groups, the hydrogen-bonding interaction can be classified into two types of homo-synthons and 
hetro-synthons, respectively. Homo-synthon contains the identical functional hydrogen-bonding groups, 
and they are often deemed as ‘self-association motifs’. Typical example of the homo-synthons has been 
observed in dimer of carboxylic acids or amides. On the contrary, the hetero-synthon contains the non-
identical functional hydrogen-bonding groups, which also exhibit a molecular complemental interaction. 
Typical example of the hydrogen-bonding hetero-synthon ranging in the energy from strong to medium 
strength are often confirmed in (carboxylic acid)(amide) dimers, (carboxylic acid)(aromatic nitrogen), and 
(phenol)(aromatic nitrogen), and so on. Though the linear hydrogen-bonding interaction has been 
commonly observed in cases of the proton acceptor bearing more than one lone pair or the proton donor 
bearing one hydrogen-bonding hydrogen atoms, forming a three-centre (“bifurcated”) or four-centre 
(“trifurcated”) interactions in crystals.  




Figure 1.2. Various types of organic functional groups for hydrogen-bonding units. 6 
 
Through utilization for a suitable interaction, the hydrogen-bonding interaction can be assembled from 
0D, 1D, 2D, to 3D assembly structures (Figure 1.3). For instance, the common example of the 0D structure 
is maleic carboxylate and benzoic acid dimer, while typical example of 1D linear hydrogen-bonding chain 
has been constructed by paracetamol (PCA) and 1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethane (BPEth) through the N-H···O 
and N-H···N hydrogen-bonding interactions, respectively (Figure 1.3a).7 The 2D hydrogen-bonding 
network has been observed in a sheet-like molecular assembly such as diboronic acid derivative, in which 
each molecule interact with six neighbours hydrogen-bonding sites (Figure 1.3b).8 For the 3D hydrogen-
bonding network, Wang and co-workers reposted a 3D hydrogen-bonding organic framework (HOF5), 
which was constructed from an organic linker of 4,4’,4’’’-tetra(2,4-diamino-1,3,5-triazin-6-
yl)tetraphenylethene and the neighbouring organic linkers via 20 N-H···N hydrogen-bonding interaction 
between the DAT motifs (2,4-diaminotriazinyl group) (Figure 1.3c).9 Compared with metal organic 
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frameworks (MOFs) and covalent organic frameworks (COFs), HOFs are fabricated by the self-
assembling process through the non-covalent hydrogen-bonding building units via weaker intermolecular 
interactions than those of MOF and COF. 
 
Figure 1.3. Hydrogen-bonding self-assemblies and its diverse dimensionality. a) 1D assembly of PCA 
and BPEth,7 b) 2D assembly of diboronic acid derivative, 8  and c) 3D assembly of  HOF5.9 
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1-2. Isomerism and phases of hydrogen-bonding assemble 
1-2-1 Isomerism 
Isomerism is defined as “the existence of more than one type of network for the same molecular 
building blocks and therefore related to structural isomerism at the molecular level”.10 Isomerism has been 
commonly observed phenomenon, and play an important role in the crystal engineering. For instance, 
carboxylate can form 0D dimer and 1D “head-to-tail” infinite chain. On the contrary, the related 2D 
network structure, composing in the same nodes, has been reported by Rat et al, where the two kinds of 
hydrogen-bonding layers of cyanuric acid (CA) and 4,4’-bipyridyl (BP) was aligned in parallel direction 
in the crystal (Figure 1.4 a).11 Both of the two networks formed the cavities in the layer, while the size is 
different to each other due to the distinct hydrogen-bonding network. In case of 3D type isomerism, Li et 
al. reported two kinds of interpenetrated hydrogen-bonding frameworks, using a trigonal prismatic 
building block (H6PET); one is a two-fold interpenetrated structure of PETHOF-1 and the another is a 
five-fold interpenetrated one of PETHOF-2 (Figure 1.4 b).12  




Figure 1.4. Isomerism of a) 2D layer structures of  CA and BP 11 and b) 3D interpenetrated structures of 
PETHOF-1 and PETHOF-2.12 
 
Isomerism of the supramolecular assembly also has a relationship with physical and chemical 
properties due to a different molecular assembly structure. The structural phase transition between the 
different isomers can be induced by the outer external stimuli such as photo, thermal, guest sorption, etc. 
In addition, these structural transformations are accompanied with a change in the porosity, affecting the 
energy band structure and also other physical properties. Therefore, the monitoring in the structural 
transition of the isomers enable us to design the distinct and multifunctional materials.  
 
1-2-2 Solid and liquid crystal  
Phase transition has been commonly observed phenomenon, which is a transformation of the 
thermodynamic system from one stable state to another one according to the G. The molecular assembly 
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state of each phase can be simply classified into solid, liquid crystal, and isotropic liquid, differing by the 
degree of the molecular order in the condensed phase. In solid, each molecule is highly ordered and aligned 
regularly with positional and orientational ordering. On the contrary, intermediate liquid crystal phase 
between solid and liquid ones can show a unique property with long-range anisotropic ordering with 
highly fluidic behaviour. Depending on the arrangement of liquid crystal molecules, liquid crystalline 
phases have been classified as nematic, smectic, and columnar phases (Figure 1.5).13 Rod-like molecules 
usually formed the nematic and/or smectic phases, while disk-like molecules tend to form columnar phase. 
In liquid, the intermolecular interaction is short-range with the disordered thermal motion, resulting in 
highly fluidity and isotropic optical property. Therefore, the difference in the molecular order determine 
the physical properties and application in the material science. 
 
 
Figure 1.5. Schematic illustration of phase transition behaviour and the molecular order of liquid crystal.13 
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Crystal engineering is defined as “the understanding of intermolecular interactions in the context of 
crystal packing and in the utilization of such understanding in the designing new solids with desired 
physical and chemical properties”.14 In solid, the arrangement of each molecule is highly ordered and a 
study on the crystal structure can provide a useful insight into the intermolecular interaction between the 
building synthons, which also help us to predict and control the molecular arrangement. On the contrary, 
the relationship between the molecular arrangement and physical properties is one of the useful designing 
strategies for the functional solid materials. 
Moreover, the dynamic motion of molecules in the solid state provides new idea for developing in the 
functional materials. The supramolecular cation of a m-fluoroanilinium+ and crown-ether formed dynamic 
structure in the metal – coordination π-planar molecule of [Ni(dmit)2]
-, where the polar cation showed the 




Figure 1.6. Dynamic 180o flip-flop motion in crystalline state and temperature-dependent dielectric 
constant of (m-fluoroanilinium+)(dibenzo[18]crown-6)[Ni(dmit)2].
15 
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The study on molecular assembly structure in liquid crystal state is usually more difficult due to no 
exact structural data, whereas liquid crystalline state has a great potential for the development of functional 
materials based on their dynamic and partially ordered assembly states, to fabricate ferroelectrics, ionic 
conductor, and so on. Because the magnitude of intermolecular interaction in liquid crystal is lower than 
those in solid state, the molecular motion is much easily activated and designed form the viewpoint of 
supramolecular chemistry. For instance, hydrogen-bonding N,N’,N’’-tri(tetradecyl)-1,2,3-
benzentricrboxamide (3BC) has a simple molecular structure and shows a liquid crystal state of discotic 
hexagonal columnar (Colh) phase (Figure 1.7).
16 The application of electric field along the columnar 
direction resulted in the spontaneous polarization due to the parallel arrangement of the intermolecular 


















Figure 1.7. POM image of Colh phase, illustration of ferroelectric dipole inversion along the 1D amide-
type polar hydrogen-bonding network, and 1D -stacking of 3BC and corresponding ferroelectric P-E 
hysteresis curve.16  
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1-3. Functions of hydrogen-bonding molecular assemblies  
1-3-1 Selective sorption property and hydrogen-bonding porous material 
The development of selective molecular sorption materials is an important subject not only in 
academic research but also in industry. The separation technology is a key element in the production of 
purification and selection, which usually accounted a large amount of product costs.17 Porous materials 
such as zeolite, activated carbon, carbon molecular sieves have been widely used for the selective sorption 
materials, and played an important role in our life.  
 
Figure 1.8. Illustration of ethylene gas purification based on porous material.18 
 
The selective molecular adsorption has been achieved by matching size, shape, and binding 
preferences of the guest molecules for the host framework. The kinetic separation with respect to the size 
and shape of the sorption molecules required both the rigid and periodic structures with uniform pores. 
On the contrary, the thermodynamic guest separation with respect to the binding preference is originated 
in the host-guest intermolecular interaction such as van der Waals, hydrogen bond, and π-π interactions, 
at the preferred molecular binding sites. Among these, hydrogen-bonding interaction is one of the most 
widely applied non-covalent intermolecular interaction, due to its mediate strength and diverse synthons. 
Therefore, selection of the suitable functional group enables us to design the controllable host-guest 
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interaction and high selectivity for the molecular adsorption. The host and guest molecules are easily 
separated to each other and reversibly activated to reproduce. For instance, Wang et al. reported a 2,4-
diamio-triazine (DAT)-derived HOF of (TDTTB)·(H2O)2·3(DMSO) (HOF-9) containing un-bounded 
amine groups, exhibiting highly selective reorganization for pyridine (Py) over BTX aromatic compounds 
(BTX refers benzene, toluene and o-, m-, and p-xylene) (Figure 1.9).19 Pyridines were occupied at the pore 
space through the effective host-guest hydrogen-bonding interactions between Py and the amine groups 
of TDTTB, inducing a selectivity binding Py molecule.  
 
 
Figure 1.9. Crystal structure of HOF-9 and selective Py sorption. a) Packing diagram of HOF-9 viewed 
along the a axis, showing the 1D pores. b) Scheme illustration of HOF-9, and c) hydrogen-bonding 
interaction between Py and HOF-9.19 
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On the contrary, the hydrogen-bonding motif affects the molecular selectivity. Wittmann and co-
workers reported the two kinds of MOFs; MIL-101 bearing 2-pydidyl urea (URPy) groups with hydrogen-
bonding donor-donor-acceptor (DDA) patterns and MIL-101-NH2 bearing amino groups with a single 
donor (D) pattern (Figure 1.10).20 Compared with the single D site, the selectivity of 2-aminopyridine (2-
AP) and 3-aminopydridine (3-AP) of MIL-101 was five factor enhanced for the DDA pattern. 2-AP could 
be adsorbed at the URPy groups via double hydrogen-bonding interactions, while 3-AP was equally 
attracted by a single hydrogen-bonding interaction. The arrangements of the former double-bonding for 
2-AP was much effective approximately 30 kJ mol-1 in contrast with the single-bonding one for 3-AP. 
Therefore, the introducing the multiple hydrogen-bonding interaction motifs enhanced the selectivity foe 
targeted guest molecules via the key-and-lock principle of supramolecular chemistry.  
 
Figure 1.10. Illustration of the different sorption behaviour between  MIL-101 and  MIL-101-NH2.
20 
 
Microporous materials such as zeolite, MOF, and COFs had the rigid channels and/or pores. 
Hydrogen-bonding porous materials usually have lower thermal stability and easily collapses during the 
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guest absorption-desorption process.21 On the contrary, these HOF had structural flexibility to provide a 
possible next-generation sorption materials. 
As a development of porous material, the porosity of materials classified two types of conventional 
porosity and soft porosity.22 The first conventional porosity was observed in the rigid materials such as 
zeolite, where the original pores were maintained before and after the guest sorption. The latter soft 
porosity indicates both the flexible and dynamics, where reversible sorption behaviour was observed in 
the existence of the external stimuli.23 Kitagawa characterized these dynamic processes as either guest-
induced crystal to amorphous transformations, in which the framework collapses on guest removal. The 
guest-induced crystal-to-crystal transformations, in which removal of the guests induces a structural 
change with retaining crystallinity. For instance, flexible coordination framework can be rotated around a 
single bond, stretched around connector, and linked to form bond formation and cleavage, or undergo slip 
and glide motions.24 
 
Figure 1.11. Illustration of two different types of sorption materials. a) Conventional rigid pore and b) 
flexible pore.24 
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Recently, there has been interested in pure organic porous systems. In contrast with MOFs, COFs, and 
other inorganic materials, HOFs can also achieve diverse functions by organic synthesis of the hydrogen-
bonding ligands and its self-assembly process. In the absence of metal, pure organic framework shows a 
good performance from the viewpoint of environmentally friendly and structural diversity. For instance, 
organic molecular system such as pillararenes and bis-urea macrocycles can form 1D channel-type pore, 
showing intrinsic and conventional porosity.25-26 The introduction of functional groups such as proton 
transportation and gas separation has a potential to form multi-functionality.27 Dimeric pillar[5]arene 
derivate, reported by Hou and co-workers, was a fist example of the synthetic water-wire-based proton 
channels, where the protons can be transported though water in the pillar[5]arene backbones.28  
However, fabrication of the soft organic porous materials is rarely reported at present. One typical 
example has been reported by Wang and co-workers, where the 3D hydrogen-bonding framework (HOF-
5 and HOF-5a) with different pore volume indicated the different selectivity for guest molecules with high 
flexibility (Figure 1.12).9 In contrast with the ionic interaction, the hydrogen-bonding interaction has much 
lower binding energy, which increases the flexibility of hydrogen-bonding framework and easily collapsed 
the assembly structures. Therefore, the development of soft hydrogen-bonding molecular sorption 
framework is still in a challenging research target, where a balance between the structural strength and 
flexibility is one of the key point to form suitable synthons and structural design. 




Figure 1.12.  Flexible HOF-5 and HOF-5a and guest inclusion into HOF-5a.9 
 
1-3-2 Proton conductivity 
Proton transport has been commonly observed phenomenon in biological system due to dominate the 
energy conversion in living cell. For instance, the maintenance and alteration of intracellular pH for 
initiation of specific cellular events depends on the proton transportation.29 On the contrary, the proton 
transport also plays an important role in fuel cell application. As the increasing in problems about urban 
air, energy security, and climate change, the development of high performance fuel cell devices has been 
attracted much attention recently (Figure 1.13a).30 The ability of proton conductor directly associated with 
the performance of fuel cell devices. Therefore, a development of high-performance proton conductor and 
a understanding in the proton transport mechanism are quite essential point of view to be solved becoming 
urgent. Many kinds of inorganic and organic materials have been utilized as proton conductors. For 
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instance, organic polymer of Nafion (Figure 1.13b), a ionic polymer with sulfonate groups, has been the 
most widely utilized proton conducting organic material due to its excellent thermal and mechanical 
stability and high proton conductivity around 0.2 S cm-1.  
      
 
Figure 1.13. a) Illustration of fuel cell and b) molecular strutrue of Nafion. 
  
Proton transport behaviour is closely associated with the hydrogen-bonding structures. There have 
been reported in two typical mechanisms to explain the proton transport: Vehicle-type and Grotthuss-type 
proton transport (Figure 1.14a).31 In the former Vehicle-type mechanism, proton conduction occurred on 
the diffusion and migration of the proton carriers.32 In the latter Grotthuss-type mechanism, the proton 
transport along hydrogen-bonding chain occurred at hopping and/or tunnelling processes of the proton 
transport from one to the nearest-neighbouring sites.33 A large number of researches has been reported to 
clarify the proton conducting mechanism. Gui and co-workers reported a robust inorganic coordination 
polymer of (NH4)3[Zr(H2/3PO4)3)], consisting of the 1D hydrogen-bonding chain of acid-base pairs (N-
H···O-P), which lead to a stable and good proton conductivity of 1.45×10-3 S cm-1 (Figure 1.14b).34 The 
first-principles and quantum molecular dynamics simulation visualized the unique proton transport 
pathway involving efficient proton exchange between NH4
+ and phosphate pairs. This result indicated that 
it is essential to consider the hydrogen-bonding fluctuations as well as the structure of hydrogen-bonding 




        
Figure 1.14. a)  Mechanism of proton transport.31 b) Proton transport in the (NH4)3[Zr(H2/3PO4)3)].
34 
 
Depending on the method of generate the carriers, the proton conductors could be classified into two 
types, one is the inherent type and the other is post loading one. In the latter post loading type, proton 
carriers such as water and acidic proton of imidazole were encapsulated into pore materials such as MOF, 
COF, and polymer, and so on, which proton conductivity was reached at quite high around 10-1 S cm-1, 
similar to that of Nafion, has been recently fabricated to work even under the low-temperature and high-
humidity conditions. For instance, Yang has reported a proton conductive system based on MOF with the 
1D channel, where high-density acidic sulfonic acid groups were arranged on the channel surfaces for 
suitable proton conduction. The proton conduction pathways mediated by water molecules increased the 
magnitude of proton conductivity up to 1.27×10-1 S cm-1 at 100 % RH and 80 oC (Figure 1.15a).35 In the 
former inherent type, the concentration of proton carrier was fixed. Steininger and co-workers utilized 
poly(vinyl phosphoric acid) (PVPA) based proton conductor with a conductivity of 10-3 S cm-1 at 150 oC 
under relatively dry condition (Figure 1.15b).36 The relatively weak intermolecular interactions between 
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the host and proton carrier lead to a higher proton conducting environment in post loading type. The loss 
on proton carrier under harsh working condition reduced the stability of the material and limited the 
application for fuel cell. Therefore, it is still challenging research targets to develop an appropriate 
molecular system both possessing in high proton conductivity and high chemical stability. 
 
 
Figure 1.15. a) Post loading type prootn condutor based on MOF using water carrier.35 b) Intrinsic proton 
conductor based on PVPA, relying protons on the synthesized phosphoric acid. 36 
 
The performance of proton conductor is also highly associated with assembly structures of the 
materials. The highest proton conductivity has been observed in ionic liquid, liquid crystal, plastic crystal 
and other soft materials, in which weak and/or intermediate magnitude of hydrogen-bonding interactions 
played a significant role. For instance, ionic liquid of [dema][TfO] exhibits rather high proton conductivity 
up to 50 S cm-1 at 150 oC and showed high value of 10 S cm-1 even at room temperature.37 On the contrary, 
the development of crystalline proton conductor has been attracted much attention due to suitable 
hydrogen-boding design and clarification of conduction mechanism and designing strategy of high proton 
conductor. The uniform hydrogen-bonding network structure increased the proton conductivity, which 
has been systematically examined in the hydrogen-bonding frameworks of (Haloanilinium)(H2PO4) 
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crystals (Figure 1.16). 38 
 
Figure 1.16. Illustration of hydrogen-bonding framework in (Haloanilinium)(H2PO4) crystals and its 
proton conductivity. 38 
 
1-3-3 Ionic conductivity 
Ionic transportation has been also commonly observed phenomenon in various kinds of fields such as 
secondary batteries and biological system. One of the most important applications of the ionic conductors 
is a utilization in the electrolytes in secondary battery applications. Ions can transport through the 
electrolyte with maintaining the total charge balance, where the electrical energy can be generated in the 
external electronic circuit. At present, gel electrolytes have been widely utilized in commercial batteries 
due to their high ionic conductivity up to 10-3 S cm-1 at room temperature. However, the intrinsic drawback 
process (solvent is slowly evaporated) becomes one of the big malfunction problem. To overcome this, 
the development of solvent-free solid electrolyte has been progressed. The use of liquid crystalline self-
assembled materials is one of such promising candidates for the development of solvent-free electrolytes. 
The segmental motions in the molecular scale endows the ions with enhanced the magnitude of transport, 
and the ordered structures on the nanometre scale imparts mechanical strength.39  There have been some 
liquid crystalline molecules reported so far in the real application of secondary battery. For instance, the 
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2D layered molecular assembly of the mixture of carbonate derivate and lithium salts is successfully 
system as an electrolyte in lithium-ion batteries, where the reversible charge-discharge processes for both 
the positive and negative electrode materials has been successfully achieved (Figure 1.17).40 
 
Figure 1.17. Schematic illustration of the application of liquid crystalline ion conducting materials in 
lithium-ion battery. a) Molecular structure, and b) construction of lithium battery cell.40 
  
One challenging research target to develop new ionic conductor is to improve the conductivity. The 
liquid crystalline materials have viscous and dynamic molecular assembly. Therefore, the diffusion of 
ionic salts plays an important role to increase the conductivity, where the ionic conductivity was improved 
from 10-5 to 10-4 S cm-1 by the addition of propylene carbonate (PC) into the zwitterionic liquid crystal 
and lithium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI). The incorporating PC worked as a polar additive 
to enhance the dissociation of LiTFSi by the aid of the ion-dipole interaction (Figure 1.18).41 




Figure 1.18. Illustration of ionic conductivity enhanced by the self-assembly of a zwitterionic liquid 
crystal.41 
 
Another challenging research target is selective ionic transport. Several types of the 1D channels have 
been construct for the selective transport system. The combination of crown-ethers bearing mesogenic 
groups has been particular utilized for fabricating the ion-selective transport channels based on the 
selective metal complexation behaviour. 18-diaza-crown-ether derivative bearing p-cyanobiphenyl 
decylalkoxy chains and its ion adducts showed the enantiotropic liquid crystalline phase, displaying a 
nematic mesophase. In this system, the improvement in the ionic conductivity was achieved ten times 
using Li+ ions instead of much larger K+ one due to the smaller activation energy to dissociate M+-crown-
ether electronic interaction (Figure 1.19).42  




Figure 1.19. a) Structure of functional macrocycle and b) the ionic conduction pathway through the cavity 
of crown-ethers.42 
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1-4. Exploration and development of supramolecular materials 
Supramolecular chemistry enable us to develop bulk functional materials such as MOF, COF, HOF, 
organogels, and biological materials for medical applications. It is worth noted that the supramolecular 
assemblies are a straightforward useful technique to design the functional materials such as porous 
material, self-healing material, ionic conducting material, optical material, and so on. The molecular 
design is essential in the range from nanoscale, microscale, to macroscopic level.43 For instance, the 
hydrogen-bonding interaction can directly associated with the nanoscale and macroscopic molecular 
assembly structures and its physical properties. On the contrary, it is also important to consider that the 
control in the formation of particular molecular assembly and physical property are still in a challenging 
research targets in the field of supramolecular chemistry and crystal engineering. An exploring of the 
synergy effect in the non-covalent weak intermolecular interactions has been traditionally considered in 
the self-assembly process by the use of the external fields. Another important research is a combination 
of supramolecular chemistry and biological one. 44 
To design the functionality, single function in material is not enough to use under the complicated 
conditions. Therefore, the development of multi-functional material has a potential to design future 
functional materials, where different multi physical properties such as electrical, magnetic, optical 
properties coexisted to each other to response the outer stimuli. 
Considering the above discussion, a functional supramolecular material is related with the design of 
molecular structure to determine the molecular assembly structure and/or phase transition behavior. 
Therefore, the study on the relationship between the molecular structure, molecular assembly, and 
physical properties is one of the important point of view for supramolecular chemistry to fabricate new 
molecular systems, as well as promising in materials scientists to consider the incorporation of 
‘supramolecular’ tools to help them for the achievement of new materials. I also hope my work on 
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supramolecular materials and discovery of new phenomena could contribute to the exploration and 
development of the next generation material chemistry. 
 
Figure 1.20. Diverse functions and supramolecular chemistry. 
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1-5. Research purpose of this thesis 
Control in molecular arrangement in the assemblies plays an important role to develop functional 
molecular materials with useful chemical and physical performances. For instance, physical materials 
including ferroelectricity and ionic conductivity has been reported, where subtle change in the molecular 
structure was able to result in different assembly arrangements and further affected the physical properties 
significantly. On the contrary, it is generally difficult to control and predict the molecular arrangement in 
precise, and the molecular assembly structure has been affected by a large number of intermolecular 
interactions. For instance, the hydrogen-bonding assemblies have various types of intermolecular 
interaction at –OH, -NH2, -CN, -F sites, where the number, direction, and strength of the hydrogen-
bonding groups are able to affect the molecular assembly structures. In addition, the molecular assembly 
condition during the growth and crystallization processes played an essential role to form polymorph and 
different physical properties. Therefore, study on the control in molecular arrangement has attracted much 
attention in the material science fields such as crystal engineering and supramolecular chemistry. 
Furthermore, the development of functionally chemical and physical materials based on dynamic 
supramolecular assemblies is under expectation to examine much more. 
In the present thesis, I tried to attempt for fabricating the functional organic supramolecular materials 
with highly designable molecular structure and control in the molecular assembly. In addition, the 
correlation between the physical properties and molecular arrangement was evaluated in detail to help me 
further improve the material performance.  
In Chapter 2, a research entitled in “Reversible Channel-Layer Structural Transformation of 
Hydrogen-Bonding Bis-Urea Macrocycle” was carried out. One-dimensional (1D) tubular channel has 
been utilized for various applications such as selective ionic transportation. Since the 1D transport system 
has both the directionality and anisotropy, artificial channel has been attracted much attention. A large 
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number of synthetic approaches have been reported in fabrications of artificial 1D channels based on 
polymeric, hydrogen-bonding, macrocyclic, van der Waals molecules. On the contrary, the magnitude of 
hydrogen-bonding interaction is suitable for utilization of a reversible structural transformation by the 
outer stimuli, such as pressure, photo-irradiation, guest molecular sorption, and so on. The reversible 
structural transformation is an important for sensing and memory applications. However, it’s difficult to 
control the structural transformation in precision to design functional physical application. Therefore, I 
focused on a kind of hydrogen-bonding bis-urea macrocycle derivative, which can form diverse molecular 
assembly structures according to the external stimuli such as thermal treatment and guest molecules. 
Through clarifying the relationship between structural arrangement and external stimuli, I tried to control 
the structural transformation between the structural isomers, and providing strategies for future multi-
functional molecular sorption materials based on dynamic molecular assemblies. 
In Chapter 3, research entitled in “Highly Proton Conducting Hydrogen-Bonding [(H2PO4
−)(H3PO4)]∞ 
Networks supported by 2,2’-Diamino-bithiazolium in Crystals” was carried out. Highly proton conducting 
martials have been attracted much attention for the potential applications such as fuel cell and sensor 
devices. There are many approaches to design high proton conducting systems with hydrous and 
anhydrous system. Anhydrous and intrinsic conducting system without water is important material 
working under the wide temperature range and low humidity environment. Recently, organic acid-base 
crystalline salts become one of the candidate for designing highly proton conducting system. Design of 
suitable hydrogen-boding network can clarify the mechanism and a strategy of high proton conductivity. 
For instance, anisotropic conducting pathway was observed in the layered hydrogen-bonding molecular 
system, while uniform hydrogen-bonding network was able to increase the proton conductivity 
significantly. Therefore, proton-accepting 2,2’-Diamino-4,4-bithiazolium (2,4-DABT) and is structural 
isomer 2,2’-Diamino-5,5-bithiazolium (2,5-DABT) were utilized to synthesize organic acid-base 
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crystalline conductor mixed with proton-donating phosphoric acid. Diverse high-quality single crystals 
were obtained containing a variety of hydrogen-bonding frameworks under related crystallization 
conditions. The relationship between hydrogen-bonding networks and proton conductivity was evaluated, 
providing insight for designing hydrogen-bonding network structure to form super-protonic conductors in 
the anhydrous organic acid-base salts. 
In chapter 4, research entitled in “Hydrogen-Bonding Ionic Channel of Dibenzo[18]crown-6 
Derivative in Ferroelectric Liquid Crystalline Domain” was carried out. A large number of studies on 
liquid crystalline and ionic conductive materials has been reported, whereas a material design of highly 
ionic conductive liquid crystal is one of the hard tasks even in columnar liquid crystal especially in 
relatively large size potassium cation. I focused on dibenzo[18]crown-6-ether derivative bearing 
alkylamide chains (crown ether 1) as a candidate of liquid crystalline ionic conductor. Due to the effective 
hydrogen-bonding interaction at terminal –N-H···O= sites of long alkylamide chains, the hydrogen-
bonding molecule 1 was expected to form the 1D columnar liquid crystal phase. Diverse kinds of alkali 
metal ions were tried to complex with crown ether 1 to study the effect on the phase transition behaviour 
and ionic conductivity. Crown ether 1 was mixed with liquid crystalline N,N’,N’’-tris(tetradecyl)-1,3,5-
benzenetricrboxamide (3BC), which show ferroelectric response to external electric fields. A new kind of 
multi-functional material combining with ionic conductivity and ferroelectric response was one of my 
research target in the present thesis. 
Finally, I summarized a strategy for constructing the hydrogen-bonding functional molecular assembly 
and to clarify the mechanism, which will help us to develop further next-generation functional molecular 
materials. 
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One-dimensional (1D) tubular channel has been utilized for the ion and/or molecular transport 
environment, where a coupled Na+-K+ ionic transports has been observed in biological molecular 
assembly structure.1–3  Since the 1D transport system has both the directionality and anisotropy, artificial 
ionic channel has been attracted much attention to fabricate passive and gated ionic transport system.4–6  
A large numbers of synthetic approaches has been reported in fabrications of artificial 1D channels based 
on amphiphilic, polymeric, hydrogen-bonding, macrocyclic, van der Waals molecules.7–15 One simple and 
well-known low-molecular weight van der Waals crystal of tris(o-phenylenedioxy)cyclotriphosphazene 
(TPP) derivatives has been reported to form the 1D channel, where weak van der Waals interaction 
constructed the 1D channel in the closet-packing crystal structure.16–18  Since the energy of van der Waals 
interaction is quite low magnitude around 1~2 kJmol-1, van der Waals molecular assembly is easily 
dissociated by the outer stimuli such as temperature and ultrasonic energy.19  On the contrary, the 
hydrogen-bonding interaction with a range from 5 to 20 kJmol-1 has an adequate magnitude of energy 
range to control an association-dissociation process of the molecular assemblies using the outer stimuli.20–
28  For instance, complimentary base pairs in DNA and the secondary structures of proteins play an 
important role to fabricate the biological molecular assemblies, where the controllable hydrogen-bonding 
interactions have been utilized for the repair and reconstruction of the molecular assembly structures. 29–
31   
Hydrogen-bonding interaction has been typically utilized for fabricating a 1D molecular tubular 
assembly.  For instance, a simple benzene derivative of isophthalic acid can form a O-H•••O= hydrogen-
bonding hexamer-ring assembly, and an introduction of one –CONH14H29 chain at 5-position generate a 
1D tubular molecular assembly by the aid of inter-hexamer N-H•••O= amide-type hydrogen-bonding 
interaction along the -stacking direction of the hexamer-rings.32–35 Polypeptide derivatives also form the 




1D tubular channel through the intermolecular N-H•••O= hydrogen-bonding interaction.36  These 
intermolecular hydrogen-bonding assemblies can be easily controlled in the association – dissociation 
process by the application of outer stimuli such as thermal and ultrasonic energies due to a suitable 
magnitude of the association energy for constructing and repairing the structures.37  
Bis-urea macrocycle (1) has two hydrogen-bonding –NH-CO-NH- sites within a molecule, which can 
form the 1D tubular hydrogen-bonding molecular assembly by the aid of N-H•••O= hydrogen-bonding 
interactions.38–40  The single crystal X-ray structural analysis of 1•(AcOH) revealed a formation of the 1D 
tubular molecular assembly, and dimeric (AcOH)2 was introduced into the inside environment of the 1D 
channel to form a 1:1 host – guest complex.  It should be noted that the reversible adsorption – desorption 
process of inner AcOH was observed in keeping in the 1D tubular channe.l39 A diameter of the vacant 1D 
channel around 1 nm enable to form the complex of 1-(2-cyclohexenone), where a photo-dimerization 
reaction has been tried inside the 1D channel.38 
The magnitude of hydrogen-bonding interaction energy is suitable for a reversible structural 
transformation by the outer stimuli such as temperature, pressure, and molecular adsorption.21–28 Although 
the formations of host-guest complexes of 1 with AcOH has been structurally identified to form the 
hydrogen-bonding 1D channel, 39 other guest molecules with a variation of size, shape, and intermolecular 
interaction have been insufficiently examined form the viewpoint of the structural diversity for hydrogen-
bonding network structures.  Herein, I tried to fabricate the 1•(guest) complexes with a guest molecule of 
dichloroacetic acid (Cl2AcOH), pyrrole (Pyrr), pyridine (Py), and 3,4-difluoroaniline (F2Ani), 1,2-
diaminoethane (EDA), 1,3-diaminopropane (ProDA), 1,5-diaminopentane (PenDA), and 1,7-
diaminoheptane (HepDA) (Scheme 2.1).  The molecular assembly structures, thermal properties, guest 
adsorption-desorption behaviors, and structural transformation were evaluated in the molecular 
assemblies of 1•(guest) complexes.  A reversible structural transformation between the hydrogen-bonding 




1D channel and 2D layer can be observed by the outer stimuli of thermal energy and guest adsorption-
desorption processes.   
 
Scheme 2.1.  Molecular structures of host 1 and various guests. 
2-2. Experimental section 
2-2-1. Preparation of host-guest complexes.  
Preparation of 1 was carried out by the condensation reaction of triazinanone and 4,4’ Oxybis (benzyl 
bromide)  in dry THF according to the literature method.39  Anal. Calc. for C30H28N4O4 C 70.85, H 5.55, 
N 11.02; Found C 70.57, H 5.53, N 11.01.  1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 7.20 (8H, d), 6.89 (8H, d), 
6.57 (4H, t), 4.20 (8H, d), 0.98 (8H, s) ppm.  The host-guest molecular single crystals were obtained by 
the recrystallization of 1 from the corresponding solvents for Cl2AcOH, EDA, Pyrr, Py and F2Ani. 




2-2-2. Physical measurement  
General. Commercially available chemical reagents and solvents were used without further 
purification.  The measurement of infrared (IR, 400-4000 cm−1) spectra was carried out on KBr pellets 
using a Thermo Fisher Scientific Nicolet 6700 spectrophotometer with a resolution of 4 cm−1.  
Thermogravimetric (TG) analysis was conducted using a Rigaku Thermo plus TG8120 thermal analysis 
station with an Al2O3 reference and a heating and cooling rate of 5 Kmin
-1 under nitrogen.  The host 
desorption from the 1•(guest) complexes was achieved by a heating of the corresponding crystals up to 
the guest desorption temperature based on the TG measurements.  The re-adsorption process of the guest-
free 1D channel of 1 was carried out in a sealed vial with a saturated vapour of the corresponding guest 
molecules at 300 K.   
Crystal structure determination. Temperature dependent crystallographic data (Table 2.1) were 
collected using a Rigaku RAPID-II diffractometer equipped with a rotating anode, fitted with a multilayer 
confocal optic, using Cu K (  = 1.54187 Å) radiation from a graphite monochromator.  Structural 
refinements were carried out using the full-matrix least-squares method on F2.  Calculations were 
performed using Crystal Structure software packages.  All parameters were refined using anisotropic 
temperature factors, except for those of the hydrogen atoms.  Temperature dependent powder X-ray 
diffraction (PXRD) was measured by Rigaku SmartLab using Cu K ( = 1.54187 Å) radiation.  
 




Table 2.1.  Crystal Data, Data Collection, and Reduction Parameters. 
 1 1•(Cl2AcOH)2 1•(EDA)0.5 1•(Pyrr)2 
Chemical formula C30H28N4O4 C17H16Cl2N2O4 C31H32N5O4 C19H18N3O2 
Formula weight 508.58 383.23 538.62 320.37 
Space group P21/c (#14) P21/n (#14) C2/c (#15) P21/c (#14) 
a, Å 12.0988(5) 10.3456(3) 23.7482(5) 10.8480(5) 
b, Å 12.7145(4) 9.7229(3) 13.0069(2) 18.3430(7) 
c, Å 8.7498(4) 17.5018(6) 18.3050(4) 8.8461(5) 
, deg - - - - 
, deg 103.930(3) 102.705(2) 99.2231(13) 107.097(3) 
, deg - - - - 
V, Å3 1306.40(9) 1717.39(10) 5581.14(19) 1682.45(13) 
Z 2 4 8 4 
T, K 150 150 100 100 
Dcalc, g∙cm
-3 1.293 1.482 1.282 1.265 
, cm-1 7.089 36.305 7.018 6.778 
Reflections 
measured 
14532 18822 30865 18810 
Independent 
reflections 
2360 3103 5044 3072 
Reflections used 2360 3103 5044 3072 
Rint 0.0426 0.0548 0.0383 0.0441 
R1 
a 0.0449 0.0493 0.0582 0.0467 
Rall  0.0628 0.0551 0.0762 0.0554 
Rw(F2) 
a 0.1497 0.1459 0.1752 0.1338 
GOF 1.152 1.102 1.033 1.091 




a R1 = ||Fo| - |Fc|| /  |Fo| and Rw = ((|Fo| - |Fc|)2 / Fo2)1/2. 
 
 1•(Py)4 (1)•(F2Ani)2 
Chemical formula C25H24N4O2 C21H19N3O2F2 
Formula weight 412.49 766.79 
Space group P21/c (#14) P-1 (#2) 
a, Å 13.4340(3) 9.1348(4) 
b, Å 17.9711(3) 10.9902(7) 
c, Å 9.00051(16) 11.0534(5) 
, deg - 73.962(3) 
, deg 97.6976(8) 66.6113(19) 
, deg - 66.908(2) 
V, Å3 2153.35(7) 927.29(8) 
Z 4 2 
T, K 100 100 
Dcalc, g∙cm
-3 1.272 1.373 







Reflections used 3918 3324 
Rint 0.0366 0.0623 
R1 
a 0.0505 0.1191 
Rall  0.0606 0.1522 
Rw(F2) 
a 0.1435 0.3805 




GOF 1.074 1.200 
a R1 = ||Fo| - |Fc|| /  |Fo| and Rw = ((|Fo| - |Fc|)2 / Fo2)1/2. 
 
Sorption measurements.  The adsorption and desorption isotherms for CO2 at 195 K and N2 at 77 K 
were measured with a BELSORP-Mini II automatic volumetric adsorption apparatus (BEL Japan, Inc.).  
Before the measurements, powder of 1•(AcOH) was heated at 393 K under a reduced pressure (<10-2 Pa) 
to remove all AcOH and surface-attached H2O molecules.  




2-3. Results and Discussion 
2-3-1. Formation and crystal structures of 1•(Guest)x Complex 
Formation of 1•(Guest)x Complex.  Bis-urea macrocyclic (1) itself forms the hydrogen-bonding 1D 
tubular channel through the multiple N-H•••O= hydrogen-bonding interactions, where dimeric (AcOH)2 
was introduced into the inside environment of the 1D tubular channel to form a 1:1 host-guest complex of 
1•(AcOH).  Herein, the crystal structures of the guest-filled and guest-free 1D channels are defined as S1 
and S1’, respectively. I also obtained a various type of host-guest complexes of 1•(guest)x for Cl2AcOH, 
Pyrr, Py, F2Ani, and EDA by simple recrystallization from the corresponding guest solution.  The formula 
of single crystals 1•(guest)x based on the X-ray crystal structural analyses were 1•(Cl2AcOH)2, 1•(Pyrr)2, 
1•(Py)4, 1•(EDA)0.5, 1•(F2Ani)2, and 1•(EDA)0.5, whereas those of 1•(ProDA)2.5, 1•(PenDA)2.5, and 
1•(HepDA)2.5 were obtained by the TG measurements (Figures 2.1a and 2.1b).  Thermal stability of 
1•(guest)x crystals depended on the magnitude of host-guest intermolecular interaction.  Much lower 
intermolecular hydrogen-bonding interaction of 1 than the magnitude of host-guest one indicated the 
crystal melting or decomposition before the thermally induced guest desorption process.  However, all the 
1•(guest)x crystals showed the guest desorption process due to the weak host-guest intermolecular 
interaction.  
Relatively high thermal stabilities up to 370 K were observed in guests of THF and Cl2AcOH, whereas 
a rapid weight-loss around 295 K was confirmed in a TG diagram of 1•(Py)4 due to quite weak host-guest 




intermolecular interaction.  On the contrary, gradual weight-losses around 320 K were observed in the 
heating process of 1•(AcOH), 1•(Pyrr)2, and 1•(EDA)0.5.  Based on the guest desorption behaviors, the 
magnitude of intermolecular host-guest interaction increases in the order of THF, Cl2AcOH, AcOH ~ Pyrr, 
and Py.  The magnitude of weight-loss for these host-guest complexes was consistent with the desorption 
of guest molecule.  Diaminoalkane derivatives (NH2CnH2n+1NH2) with a different chain length of n = 2, 
3, 5, and 7 indicated the different thermal stability in heating processes of the TG measurements (Figure 
2.1b).  The weight-loss of 27.2 % at 350 K was consistent with a formula of 1•(ProDA)2.5, whereas the 
formula of 1•(PenDA)2.5 and 1•(HepDA)2.5 were accordance with the magnitude of weight-loss of 34.7 
and 41.2 % at 400 K, respectively.  Although the single crystal X-ray structural analysis indicated a 
formula of 1•(EDA)0.5, the TG measurement supported the crystal 1:1 stoichiometry of 1•(EDA).  Since 
the guest desorption of 1•(EDA), 1•(PenDA)2, and 1•(HepDA)2 started around 300 K, the thermal stability 
and magnitude of host-guest interaction of ProDA was approximately 50 K larger than those of EDA, 
PenDA, and HepDA.  The phase transition behavior of 1•(guest)x crystals was not confirmed in the DSC 
measurements at the temperature range from 150 K to the guest desorption temperature, suggesting the 
static guest molecules within the crystals.   





Figure 2.1.  Thermal stability of the host-guest crystals 1•(guest)x.  a) TG diagrams of 1•(AcOH), 
1•(Cl2AcOH)2, 1•(Py)4, 1•(Pyrr)2, and 1•(THF)2.  b) TG diagrams of 1•(EDA), 1•(ProDA)2.5, 1•(PenDA)2.5, 
and 1•(HepDA)2.5.    
 
Crystal Structures.  Much bulky Cl2AcOH than AcOH formed a host-guest complex of 
1•(Cl2AcOH)2 by the recrystallization from Cl2AcOH solution.  Figures 2.2a and 2.2b show the unit cells 
of 1•(Cl2AcOH)2 viewed along the a and b axis, respectively.  Bulky Cl2AcOH in 1•(Cl2AcOH)2 did not 
form the hydrogen-bonding dimer and the 1D channel (Figure 2.2c).  Although the van der Waals volumes 
of dimeric (AcOH)2 and Cl2AcOH were observed at 75.7 and 70.9 Å
3, respectively, bulky guest of 
Cl2AcOH was not inserted into the macrocyclic pore of 1 and also 1D channel.  Large size Cl2AcOH 
molecule existed at the upper and lower space on the macrocycle pore of 1, where the –COOH group of 




Cl2AcOH formed the hydrogen-bonding interactions with dO-O = 2.519(3) and dN-O = 2.904(3) Å at urea 
units of 1.  The herring-born arrangement of 1 was observed within the bc plane, and there was no effective 
intermolecular interaction between molecules 1 (Figure 2.2b).  Much higher thermal stability of 
1•(Cl2AcOH)2 than that of 1•(AcOH) was due to the formation of intermolecular host-guest hydrogen-
bonding interaction and 85 K higher boiling point than that of AcOH.   
 
Figure 2.2.  Crystal structure of 1•(Cl2AcOH)2.  Unit cells viewed a) along the a axis and b) along the b 
axis.  c) CPK representations of Cl2AcOH (left) and (AcOH)2 dimer (right).   
 




Crystal structure of host-guest complex of 1•(Py)4 was different from that of 1•(Cl2AcOH)2.  Figures 
2.3a and 2.3b show the unit cells of 1•(Py)4 viewed along the c and a axis, respectively.  Each molecule 1 
was arranged in the bc plane n through the 2D N-H•••O= hydrogen-bonding interactions with the nitrogen 
~ oxygen (N~O) distance (dN-O) of 2.830(1) and 2.9330(1) Å.  Therefore, the 2D hydrogen-bonding layer 
of 1 was confirmed in crystal 1•(Py)4, which was different form the 1D channel of 1•(AcOH).  The dipole 
moment of guest Py molecules in the anti-parallel arrangement was canceled to each other with a filling 
in the 2D layer in the bc plane.  The 2D layer of 1•(Py)2 was elongated along the a axis, and further two 
Py molecules were sandwiched between the host-guest 2D layers.  The CPK representations of the unit 
cells (Py was omitted in Figures) viewed along the c and a axis revealed the formation of the 1D channel 
(right figures of Figures 2.3a and 2.3b).  There was no effective intermolecular interaction for guest Py 
molecules, which lowered the thermal stability of 1•(Py)4 as shown in the TG measurement (Figure 2.1a) 
and indicated a rapid Py desorption around 300 K.   
 





Figure 2.3.  Crystal structure of 1•(Py)4.  Unit cells viewed a) along the c axis and b) along the a axis.  
Right figures were the CPK representations of the unit cells.  Hydrogen atoms were omitted for clarify.    
 
Figure 2.4.  Crystal structure of 1•(Pyrr)2.  Unit cells viewed a) along the c axis and b) along the a axis.   




Similar hydrogen-bonding 2D layer was observed in host-guest 1•(Pyrr)2 complex (Figure 2.4).  Two 
molar of Pyrr were observed in the 2D layer similar to that of 1•(Py)4.  However, there was no further 
interlayer Pyrr molecules.  In the 2D hydrogen-bonding layer in 1•(Pyrr)2, the dN-O distances of 2.877(2) 
and 2.909(2) Å were similar to those in 1•(Py)4, suggesting the formation of similar 2D layer.  Much larger 
guest molecule of F2Ani than Pyrr and Py also formed the 2D layer in 1•(F2Ani)2 (Figure 2.5), where the 
hydrogen-bonding interactions of dN-O = 2.82(1) and 2.93(1) Å connected molecules 1 within the ab plane.  
It should be noted that the 2D layer in 1•(F2Ani)2 became much uniform than those of 1•(Py)4 and 1•(Pyrr)2 
due to the parallel orientation of the macrocycles 1.  Polar F2Ani molecules formed the anti-parallel -
dimer with an average − distance of 3.41 Å (Figure 2.5c), which were inserted into the 2D layer.  The 
2D layer was elongated along the c axis without the effective intermolecular interaction.  The -planar 
guests such Py, Pyrr, and F2Ani formed the N-H•••O= hydrogen-bonding 2D layer instead of the 1D 
channel for guest of AcOH.   
 





Figure 2.5.  Crystal structure of 1 •(F2Ani)2. Unit cells viewed a) along the c axis, b) along the a axis, 
and c) −  stacking of F2Ani. 
 
Although the van der Waals volume (VvdW) of EDA molecule (VvdW ~ 65.7 Å
3) is almost the same to 
that of (AcOH)2 dimer (VvdW ~ 75.7 Å
3), the 1D channel is not observed in 1•(EDA)0.5.  Figures 2.6a and 
2.6b show the unit cells of 1•(EDA)0.5 viewed along the a and c axis, respectively.  The EDA molecule on 
the inversion center was sandwiched by two macrocycles 1 at upper and lower side (Figure 2.6a) in the 




absence of effective intermolecular interaction around EDA molecule, which was consistent with the low 
thermal stability of 1•(EDA)0.5 in the TG measurement (Figure 2.1b).  Two upper and lower molecules 1 
were connected by the intermolecular N-H•••O= hydrogen-bonding interactions with dN-O = 2.829(2) and 
2.894(1) Å, and each dimer was further connected by the N-H•••O= hydrogen-bonding interaction along 
the c axis with dN-O =2.830(2) and 2.881(2) Å, forming the 2D dimeric layer.  The monomeric 2D layers 
in 1•(Py)4, 1•(Pyrr)2, and 1•(F2Ani)2 were different from that of dimeric 2D layer in 1•(EDA)0.5.   
 
 
Figure 2.6.  Crystal structure of 1•(EDA)0.5.  Unit cells viewed a) along the a axis and b) along the c axis.  
Hydrogen atoms were omitted for clarify.    




2-3-2. Structural transformation of 1 after guest desorption.   
Macrocycle 1 formed a typical host-guest 1D or 2D hydrogen-bonding arrangements according to 
the guest molecules.  The structural changes in the molecular arrangements after the guest desorption were 
evaluated by the single crystal X-ray structural analysis and PXRD pattern.  Figure 2.7 summarizes a 
possible structural transformation from the hydrogen-bonding 1D channel of 1•(AcOH) to the 2D layer 
via the thermal treatment and guest desorption.  Guest molecule in crystal 1•(AcOH) was easily removed 
under a vacuum or thermal energy below 450 K, resulting in a guest-free 1D channel.  The 1D channel 
structures of guest-filled 1•(guest) and guest-free 1 were represented as S1 and S1’ states, respectively.  
Almost the same PXRD patterns of S1 and S1’ were consistent with the formation of the 1D channel after 
the guest desorption (Figure 2.7b).   
Thermal stability of guest-free S1’ was evaluated by the DSC measurement (Figure 2.7a).  The heating 
process of 1•(AcOH) indicated a thermal anomaly around 450 K and an endothermic peak at 500 K, 
corresponding to the structural phase transition and recrystallization process.  The PXRD pattern after the 
heating of S1’ above 520 K was different from that of the initial S1’ (Figure 2.7b).  Therefore, a 
thermodynamically stable crystalline S2’ phase was obtained by the structural transformation of S1’ by 
the application of thermal energy around 520 K.  Sharp PXRD diffraction peaks in S2’ phase supported 
the highly crystalline state after the thermally activated S1’→S2’ structural transformation.  
Thermodynamically stable S2’ phase could not recover to the 1D channel of S1’ by the thermal cycle.  




However, the re-adsorption of AcOH into S2’ state recovered the PXRD pattern of S1, suggesting the 
structural transformation from S2’ to S1 by the AcOH sorption process.  The reversible structural 
transformation of S1→S1’→S2’⇄S1 was observed by the application of outer stimuli such temperature 
and AcOH sorption cycle.   
 
Figure 2.7.  An irreversible S1’-S2’ structural transformation of 1•(AcOH).  a) The first and second DSC 
cycles of the 1D channel of 1, where the guest molecule was removed under a vacuum.  A heating process 
of 1 indicated the thermal anomalies around 460~500 K due to the structural transformation from S1’ to 




S2’, whereas such thermal anomaly was not observed in the second DSC cycle.  b) The PXRD patterns of 
S1 for 1•(AcOH), S1’ for 1 under a vacuum, and S2’ for 1 after the heating up to 520 K.   
 
Fortunately, we succeeded a single crystal X-ray structural analysis of S2’ phase.  Figures 2.8a and 
2.8b show the unit cells of guest-free S2’ phase viewed along the a and c axis, respectively.  The 
macrocycles 1 were arranged at a herringbone packing in the bc plane, where the effective N-H•••O= 
hydrogen-bonding interactions were observed at dN-O = 2.877(2) and 2.954(2) Å to form an interdigitated 
2D layer.  The guest-filled 2D layer for Py, Pyrr, and F2Ani and guest-free 2D layer were defined as S2 
and S2’, respectively.  Each 2D layer was isolated to each other along the a axis due to no effective 
intermolecular interaction.  A simulated PXRD pattern of guest-free S2’ state based on the single crystal 
X-ray structural analysis was consistent with that of S2’ state after the S1’→S2’ structural transformation 
after the thermal treatment at 520 K (Figure 2.9).  From the crystal structural analysis, the structural 
transformation from the 1D channel of S1’ to the 2D layer of S2’ occurred by the application of thermal 
energy around 520 K.  Interestingly, the 2D layer of guest-free S2’ was transformed to the 1D channel of 
S1 by the adsorption of AcOH.  Therefore, the structural transformation of S1→S1’→S2’⇄S1 was 
achieved by the temperature and AcOH desorption-adsorption cycles.   
 





Figure 2.8.  Crystal structure of guest-free S2’ state of 1.  Unit cells viewed a) along the a axis and b) 
along the c axis.  Hydrogen atoms were omitted for clarify.    
 





Figure 2.9. PXRD pattern of S2’ and simulated one. 
The dimeric 2D layer in 1•(EDA)0.5 was different from those in 1•(Py)4, 1•(Pyrr)2, and 1•(F2Ani)2.  
The PXRD pattern of 1 after the EDA desorption was consistent with that of S2’ state (red PXRD pattern 
in Figure 2.10a).  On the contrary, the PXRD pattern of 1 after the F2Ani desorption was also consistent 
with that of 2’ (blue PXRD pattern in Figure 2.10a).  Both the monomeric and dimeric hydrogen-bonding 
2D layers in host-guest complexes were transformed to the same guest-free S2’ state after the thermal 
guest desorption process.  Figure 2.10b summarizes a possible structural transformation scheme of 
hydrogen-bonding 1 by the guest adsorption-desorption cycle using thermal and vacuum treatments.  The 




dimeric 2D layer in 1•(EDA)0.5 was defined as S3 state.  The hydrogen-bonding molecular arrangements 
of 1 were depended on the shape and size of guest molecules.  The 1D channel of S1 was observed in the 
guest of AcOH, whereas the monomeric 2D layers of S2 were obtained in the guests of Py, Pyrr, and 
F2Ani.  The dimeric 2D layer of S3 was only conformed in guest of EDA.  The temperature increasing of 
these 1•(guest) complexes up to the guest desorption point occurred the S1→S1’ and S2→S2’ structural 
transformations.  Further temperature increasing to guest-free S1’ state showed the S1’→S2’ structural 
transformation, and the thermodynamically stable S2’ state could be recovered to S1 state by the AcOH 
adsorption.  The structural transformation of S1⇄S1’ was also reversibly observed in the AcOH 
adsorption - desorption cycle.  The modulation of intermolecular hydrogen-bonding interactions between 
macrocycle 1 realized the stepwise association-dissociation process for repairing and reconstructing the 
1D and 2D assembly structures by the outer stimuli such as temperature, vacuum, and guest adsorption-
desorption.   
 





Figure 2.10.  Structural transformation of 1 by the outer stimuli.  a) PXRD patterns of guest-free 1 from 
1•(AcOH)2 (black), 1•(F2Ani)2 (blue), and 1•(EDA)0.5 (red) at T = 300 K.  Structural transformations b) 
of S1⇄S1’ in the AcOH desorption-adsorption for the 1D channel, c) of S2→S2’ in F2Ani desorption, and 
d) of S3→S2’ in EDA desorption.  The S1’-S2’ transformation was observed at irreversibly in the thermal 
cycle and at reversibly in the AcOH adsorption one.   
 
The guest-filled 1D channels were also observed in the linear guest molecules of NH2(CH2)nNH2 from 
ProDA (n = 3), PenDA (n = 5), to HepDA (n = 7), which PXRD patterns were consistent with those of S1 
state (Figure 2.11).  Since the dimeric 2D layer was observed in the small size guest of EDA, the molecular 
length (lmol) of the linear NH2(CH2)nNH2 should be one of the important point to generate the 1D channel.  




Table 2.2 summarizes the formula based on TG measurements, types of the guest-filled and guest-free 
crystal structures, reversibility of the structural transformation, and the lmol of guests.  For instance, the 
1D channel of S1 was transformed to guest-free S1’ after the AcOH desorption under a vacuum or thermal 
treatment until 420 K, and the 1D channel of S1’ was changed to the 2D layer of guest-free S2’ after the 
thermal treatment up to 520 K.  The former S1⇄S1’ and the latter S1’→S2’ structural transformations can 
be reversible and irreversible observed, respectively.  All the 2D layers of guest-filled S2 (monomeric) 
and S3 (dimeric) were transformed to the same guest-free S2’ after the guest desorption of Py, Pyrr, F2Ani, 
and EDA.  In addition, the guest-filled 1•(Cl2AcOH)2 crystal was also transformed to guest-free S2’ after 
Cl2AcOH desorption.  
 
Figure 2.11. PXRD pattern of 1 •(ProDA)x, 1 •(PenDAn)x, 1 •(HepDA)x. 




The elongation of chain length (n) of NH2(CH2)nNH2 from EDA (n = 2) to ProDA (n = 3), PenDA (n 
= 5), and HepDA (n = 7) modulated the crystal structure from S3 to S1.  The PXRD patterns of 
1•(ProDA)2.5, 1•(PenDA)2.5, and 1•(HepDA)2.5 were consistent with that of guest-free S1’ after the thermal 
treatment of guest desorption, where the S1⇄S1’ structural transformation of 1D channel reversibly 
occurred.  The formation of 1D channel of guest-filled S1 is associated with the molecular structure and 
its length (lmol in Table 2.2).  Bulky guests such as Cl2AcOH, Py, Pyrr, and F2Ani were not introduced 
into the macrocyclic pore at 1, forming in the 2D layer of S2 or S3.  It should be noted that the lmol becomes 
one of the essential parameters to generate the 1D channel of S1.  The length of lmol ~ 1 nm for dimeric 
(AcOH)2 and lmol ~ 0.9 nm for ProDA showed the 1D channel of guest-filled S1, whereas that of lmol ~ 
0.64 nm for EDA changed to the 2D layer of S3.  Therefore, the guest molecule with lmol > 0.7 nm should 









Table 2.2.  Formula based on TG measurements, type of crystal structure, crystal transformation, its 
reversibility, and molecular length (lmol) of guest molecule for the host-guest complexes.   
Guest Formula Type Trans. & Rev. a lmol, nm 




THF 1:2 1D S1→S1’  
ProDA 2:5 1D S1⇄S1’ 0.89 
PenDA 2:5 1D S1⇄S1’ 1.1 
HepDA 2:5 1D S1⇄S1’ 1.4 
EDA 2:1 2D  S3→S2’ d 0.6 
Py 1:4 2D S2→S2’  
Pyrr 1:2 2D S2→S2’  
F2Ani 1:2 2D S2→S2’  
Cl2AcOH 1:2 0D S0 0.6 
a Trans. & Rev. represented the structural transformation and its reversibility. b Thermal treatment of 
guest-free S1’ at 520 K.  c Re-adsorption of guest-free S2’ by the exposure of AcOH vapor in a vial.   
 
2-3-3. Sorption property of vacant structure 
N2 and CO2 Sorption Isotherms of Guest-Free S1’ and S2’.  Gas sorption properties for N2 at 77 K 
and CO2 at 195 K were evaluated in guest-free 1D structure of S1’ and 2D one of S2’.  Figures 2.12a and 




2.12b show the adsorption-desorption isotherms of S1’ and S2’ for N2 and CO2, respectively.  The N2 
adsorption behavior was not observed in both S1’ and S2’ states, suggesting the inert pore structures of 
the 1D and 2D hydrogen-bonding assemblies for hydrophobic N2 gas.  On the contrary, a significant 
difference was observed in the CO2 adsorption behavior of S1’ and S2’.  The 2D layer of guest-free S2’ 
was inert for the CO2 sorption, whereas the rapid CO2 adsorption was observed in the 1D channel of S1’ 
around P/P0 ~ 0.01 and a saturation behavior was observed at n = 1.5(CO2) per 1 around a P/P0 ~ 0.10.  
Polar CO2 molecules were smoothly adsorp into the guest-free 1D channel of S1’ due to the effective 
hydrogen-bonding interaction of the inside pore with polar CO2 molecules.  Although the 1D channel of 
S1’ had an enough space for CO2 adsorption, the 2D layer of S2’ was insufficient to form the CO2 
adsorption crystalline environment (Figure 2.12c).  Therefore, selective CO2 adsorption behavior was 
observed in the 1D channel of guest-free S1’ structure.  
 





Figure 2.12.  Gas adsorption-desorption isotherms of guest-free S1’ and S2’.  a) N2 and b) CO2 adsorption-
desorption isotherms of S1’ and S2’ at 77 and 195 K, respectively.  The red and black cycles were the 
isotherms for S1’ and S2’, respectively, and the filed and open circles corresponded to the adsorption and 
desorption processes.  c) Schematic images of selective N2 and CO2 adsorption behaviors of S1’ and S2’.   





Dimensional crossover type structural transformation of macrocycle 1 bearing two hydrogen-bonding 
N-H•••O= urea sites was observed in temperature and guest adsorption-desorption induced structural 
reconstruction process.  The recrystallization of 1 from AcOH formed the 1D channel of 1•(AcOH), where 
the hydrogen-bonding (AcOH)2 dimer was introduced into the inside tubular 1D channel.  Similar 1D 
channels were observed in 1•(NH2(CH2)nNH2)2.5 with n = 3, 5, and 7, whereas the 1•(EDA)0.5 (n = 2) 
formed the dimeric 2D layer.  Therefore, a molecular length of the linear diaminoalkanes is one of the 
essential structural parameters to form the 1D hydrogen-bonding channel.  A slight magnification of 
molecular size from AcOH to bulky Cl2AcOH drastically modified the hydrogen-bonding assembly 
structure from 1D channel to isolated herringbone arrangement, where the guest Cl2AcOH molecule 
existed at the outside pore and formed the intermolecular host-guest hydrogen-bonding interaction.  On 
the contrary, much more bulky guest molecules such as Py, Pyrr, and F2Ani formed the 2D layer.  The 1D 
channel and 2D layer was reversibly transformable to each other by the outer stimuli of the thermal 
treatment and guest adsorption-desorption processes.  The hydrogen-bonding 1D channel of guest-filled 
S1 in 1•(AcOH) changed to the guest-free 1 of S1’ under a vacuum and thermal treatment up to ~420 K, 
which was further transformed to the 2D layer of thermodynamically stable S2’ after the further heating 
process around 520 K.  An exposure of guest-free S2’ state with AcOH vapor recovered to the guest-filled 
S1, suggesting a reversible structural transformation of S1⇄S1’→S2’→S1 through the thermal treatment 




and guest adsorption-desorption cycles.  Only the guest-free S1’ showed the CO2 adsorption behavior 
without the N2 adsorption, whereas the guest-free S2’ did not indicated both the N2 and CO2 adsorption 
behaviors.  The intermolecular hydrogen-bonding interactions can be utilized for the dissociation and 
association processes of the functional molecular assemblies by the applications of the outer stimuli such 
as temperature and molecular adsorption-desorption cycles, which enable the 1D⇄2D structural 
transformation.  Structurally repairing molecular assemblies and functional design for the selective gas 
sorption behavior are one of the important molecular designing strategies for the future multi-functional 
and dynamic molecular assemblies.   
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Highly intrinsic proton-conducting materials have been attracting considerable attention owing to their 
potential applications in fuel cells and sensing devices.1-3 Most highly proton-conducting materials are 
inorganic crystals, such as perovskite, -alumina, and -zirconia; these crystals exhibit excellent chemical 
stability even under high-temperature and anhydrous conditions.4-6 The protonic conductivity (H+) is 
dominated by the charge of the proton (H+ = 1.6022×10-19 C), carrier density (n), and proton mobility 
(H+), according to the equation, H+ = n H+H+.7 The H+ charge is an inversion of the electron charge (e– 
= -1.6022×10-19 C). Therefore, the magnitude of H+ in solids can be controlled by chemically modulating 
the n and H+ parameters. In aqueous solution, most of the ion pairs, such as Na+/Cl-, exist in a completely 
dissociated highly mobile state. Conversely, in solids, the Na+ cations and Cl- anions are tightly bounded 
due to the strong electrostatic interaction between the charged ions; this drastically suppressed the ionic 
mobility. The hybridization of ionic and covalent bonds form a rigid three-dimensional (3D) crystal lattice 
in inorganic crystals, while a variety of intermolecular interactions such as electrostatic, charger-transfer, 
hydrogen-bonding, and van der Waals interactions plays an essential role in determining the crystal lattice 
and enhancing the variation of the structural dimension in the molecular crystals.8-14 Therefore, the 
chemical design of a variety of crystal lattices is conventionally possible to ensure a suitable H+ conducting 
pathway for achieving a high H+ value in the molecular crystal, where the freedom of motion of H+ in 
the crystal lattice can be thermally activated even at a relatively low temperature.15-16  
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There are many approaches to designing high H+ conducting molecular crystals, which can be 
classified into hydrous and anhydrous crystal systems.17-20 Although the H+ values of hydrous crystals 
are much higher than those of anhydrous ones in general, anhydrous crystal systems are better suited to a 
wide temperature range and low humidity environment.21 In molecular crystal systems, the simple one-
dimensional (1D) N-H•••N= hydrogen-bonding chain of an anhydrous imidazole crystal is a well-known 
H+ conducting pathway.22 Recently, chemically designable porous materials such as metal-organic 
frameworks (MOFs), covalent-bonded-frameworks (COFs), and hydrogen-bonded frameworks (HOFs) 
have been attracting significant attention as new crystalline H+ conductors, where the H+ can migrate at 
the hydrogen-bonding imidazole moiety or H2O networks with a hydrous pore environment.
23-25 The 
relatively weak intermolecular interactions between the mobile H+ and the host framework enable 
thermally activated dynamic motions even in the crystalline environment. However, a high thermal 
stability and high H+ value under a high temperature or vacuum condition are a few goals that need to be 
achieved for new material design, and the high H+ conducting state under the dry condition is also an 
important factor to consider in the absence of high humidity (around 100%).1 Therefore, developing an 
anhydrous intrinsic H+ conductor is one of the important targets required to achieve chemically designable 
molecular crystals. However, the H+ values of anhydrous molecular crystals are typically quite lower 
than those of hydrated ones.15, 26-28 To design an ideal H+ transport system based on molecular crystals, I 
focused on anhydrous organic acid–base salts formed between the proton acceptor (A) and proton donor 
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(HD), forming proton-transferred acid-base salts of (HA+)(D−), where the H+ conduction carrier exists in 
the hydrogen-bonding network. The potential energy curve for an intermolecular hydrogen-bonding 
system such as N-H•••N= and O-H•••O= can be adjusted by the pKa value of the HD and pKb of the A, 
where very strong hydrogen-bonding interactions are observed at pKa = pKa – (14 – pKb) ~ 0.26. 
Conventionally, in solids, ferroelectricity, dielectric switching, and conductivity switching phenomena are 
observed in the intermolecular hydrogen-bonded structures and proton-transfer systems.29-31 In the proton-
transferred acid–base salt of (HA+)(D−), the H+ carrier concentration at HA+ (n) and the long-range mobile 
environment for the H+ carrier (H+) can be chemically modulated to form the ideal high H+ conducting 
system.32-33 Owing to the wide range of possible combinations between the A and HD molecules, a variety 
of H+ conducting lattices, including one-dimensional (1D), two-dimensional (2D), and (three-dimensional) 
3D hydrogen-bonding networks, can be formed,34 which affords a dynamic range of crystal lattices having 
H+ conducting hydrogen-bonding pathways with different dimensions and anisotropic behaviors. The 
magnitude of H+ for a variety of molecular crystal was evaluated to deduce the correlation between the 
dimensionality, anisotropy, and uniformity of the hydrogen-bonding network, which will clarify the H+ 
conducting mechanism.35-39 The magnitude of H+ is associated with the connectivity, uniformity, and 
strength of the hydrogen-bonding networks similar to the electronic mobility, while the thermally 
activated molecular motion of H+ in the hydrogen-bonding network drastically enhances the H+ value. 
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For instance, the free rotation of hydrogen-bonding H2PO4
− in the Cs+•H2PO4
− single crystal enhanced the 
H+ value up to 2.2×10
−2 S cm−1 at 513 K.40     
The crystal structures and H+ of simple organic salts of (halo-anilinium
+)(H2PO4
−) have been 
examined, where the chemical design of the halo-anilinium+ cations bearing F, Cl, Br, and I at o-, m-, and 
p-positions can generate diverse 1D–2D hydrogen-bonding networks.41 Among them, the uniform 
hydrogen-bonding ladder chain in anhydrous (o-chloroanilinim+)(H2PO4
−) and (o-
bromoanilinim+)(H2PO4
−) crystals resulted in the highest H+ of approximately 10
−3 S cm−1, thus 
indicating the importance of a uniform H+ conducting hydrogen-bonding pathway for achieving high H+. 
A suitable design for the hydrogen-bonding network from 1D ladder chains to 2D layers has the potential 
to further increase the H+ value. The hydrogen-bonding dimensionality and connectivity are closely 
associated with the molecular structure; for instance, terephthalic acid and trimesic acid formed 1D and 
2D O-H•••O hydrogen-bonding networks, respectively.42-43 Besides the hydrogen-bonding molecules, 
weak -stacking and other van der Waals interactions play important roles in stabilizing the 1D and 2D 
molecular assembly structures. To stabilize the 2D intermolecular interaction, both the weak S•••S and 
S•••N intermolecular interactions have been widely utilized even in the hydrogen-bonding network.44-45 
From this viewpoint, I focused on the S- and N-containing hydrogen-bonding -molecules as candidates 
for constructing flexible and tunable crystal lattices for fabricating highly H+-conducting networks.  
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The formation of a flexible 2D layer has been reported in 2,2’-diamino-4,4’-bithiazole (2,4-DABT), 
where the host–guest binary molecular crystals were contained in various types of organic guests, such as 
pyridine, benzonitrile, piperidine, DMF, THF, 1,4-dioxane, CH3OH, aniline, coumarin, nitrobenzene, 
hexamethylenetetramine, and quinoline.46 Interestingly, the hydrogen-bonding molecular assemblies of 
2,4-DABT demonstrated the lattice flexibility via the change in the molecular configurations according 
to the size and polarity of the guest molecules. On the contrary, 2,2’-diamino-5,5’-bithiazole (2,5-DABT) 
is a structural isomer of 2,4-DABT (Scheme 3.1). A slight structural modification can influence the 
packing structure and physical properties of the molecular crystals. Both the 2,4-DABT and 2,5-DABT 
molecules can act as H+ accepting (A) molecules, where the acidity at the thiazolium ring (-C3H3NS
+) is 
lower than that of –NH3
+ at the 2-position, thus forming two-step H+-transferred mono-cationic HDABT+ 
and di-cationic H2DABT2+ species by the addition of HA molecule. In this study, we focused on the H+ 
accepting structural isomers of 2,4-DABT and 2,5-DABT and the H+ donating H3PO4 compound, where 







−)2(H3PO4)2. A simple 1:1 salt was obtained in the 
(2,4-HDABT+)(H2PO4
−) crystal, while the mixed proton-transferred salts containing both the anionic 
H2PO4
− and neutral H3PO4 species were observed in both the 2,4-H2DABT2+ and 2,5-H2DABT2+ crystals. 
Although the -planar HDABT+ mono-cation sand H2DABT2+ di-cation did not contribute to the H+ 
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value, the hydrogen-bonding dimensionality and connectivity of each H2PO4
− and H3PO4 species were 
affected by the packing structure of the -planar DABT molecules. To clarify the H+ conducting 
mechanism, we obtained important insights on the design of hydrogen-bonding, low-molecular-weight 
and anhydrous H+ conductors based on the acid–base salts. 
 
 
Scheme 3.1. Molecular structures of 2,2’-diamino-4,4’-bithiazole (2,4-DABT) and 2,2’-diamino-5,5’-
bithiazole (2,5-DABT). A two-step H+ accepting process generates the mono-cationic and di-cationic 
states.  
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3-2. Experimental Section 
3-2-1. Physical measurements  
General. Thermogravimetric (TG) analysis and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) were 
conducted using a Rigaku Thermo plus TG8120 thermal analysis station and Mettler DSC1-T with an 
Al2O3 reference, respectively, at a heating and cooling rate of 5 K min
−1 under nitrogen atmosphere. The 
temperature-dependent dielectric constants were measured using the two-probe AC impedance method 
from 1 kHz to 1 MHz (Hewlett-Packard, HP4194A) and the temperature controller of a Linkam LTS-
E350 system. The electrical contacts were prepared using gold paste (Tokuriki 8560) to attach the 25-m 
 gold wires to the 3-mm  compressed pellet or 10-m  gold wires to single crystal. Temperature-
dependent powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) was performed using a Rigaku SmartLab diffractometer with 
Cu K ( = 1.54187 Å) radiation. 
Sorption measurements. The adsorption/desorption isotherm for H2O at 298 K was measured using 
a BELSORP-aqua automatic volumetric adsorption apparatus (BEL Japan, Inc.). Prior to the 
measurements, (2,4-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 and (2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 were heated at 373−380 K 
under reduced pressure (<10-2 Pa) to remove the H2O molecules.   
Calculations. The HOMO and LUMO of the neutral 2,4-H2DABT2+ and 2,4-H2DABT2+ species 
were evaluated to determine the difference between the HOMO–LUMO and the electronic charges on the 
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two -molecules in the gas phase by density functional theory (DFT) calculations using the B3LYP-6-
31G (d, p) basis set in Gaussian 09W.51 
3-2-2. Preparation of the acid–base salts.  
The H+ accepting molecules of 2,4-DABT and 2,5-DABT were synthesized following the methods 
described in the literatures.47-48 The 2,4-DABT molecule was prepared by the condensation reaction 
between thiourea and dibromobuthanedione in EtOH: 1H NMR: 400 MHz, CDCl3, δ = 6.61 (2H, s), 6.97 
ppm (4H, s). The 2,5-DABT molecule was prepared by the condensation reaction between dithiobiurea 
and chlorocarbonyl through HCl catalysis in H2O: 
1H NMR: 400 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ = 6.84 (2H, s) and 
7.04 ppm (4H, s). Five kinds of differently combined DABT−H2PO4
− single crystals were grown by the 
slow solvent evaporation method. The DBAT molecules were dissolved in H2O or MeOH in the presence 
of H3PO4 at 298 K, and the resulting solution was maintained under ambient conditions for approximately 
one week. The crystal polymorph was observed according to the crystallization solvents (Table 3.3). The 
elemental analyses and vibrational spectra of the KBr pellets verified the formation of the corresponding 
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Table 3.1. Elemental analyses of five DABT salts. 




















C6H18N4O16P4S2 C 12.21, H 3.07,  N 9.49 C 12.38, H 3.05,  N 9.53 
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Figure 3.1. Vibrational IR spectra of 5 salts and DABT on KBr pellets. i) (2,5-
DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2, ii) (2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4




−)2, and vii) 
2,4-DABT.  
 
3-2-3. Crystal structural determination.  
Single crystals were obtained by the slow evaporation of the crystallization solvents. Crystallographic 
data were collected using a Rigaku RAPID-II diffractometer equipped with a rotating anode fitted with a 
multilayer confocal optic and using Cu K (  = 1.54187 Å) radiation from a graphite monochromator. 
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Structural refinements were performed by the full-matrix least-squares method on F2. Calculations were 
performed using Crystal Structure software packages. All the parameters, except for those of the hydrogen 
atoms, were refined using anisotropic temperature factors.49-50 Table 3.2 summarizes the crystal data and 
parameters of the five kinds of salts.  
 











Chemical formula C6H9N4O4P4S2 C6H12N4O8P2S2 C6H18N4O16P4S2 
Formula weight 296.26 320.37 590.24 
Space group P21/c (#14) P21/c (#14) P21/n (#14) 
a, Å 13.8433(4) 4.67773(9) 11.0254(2) 
b, Å 10.0451(2) 8.7160(2) 7.08472(15) 
c, Å 8.1208(3) 17.1651(4) 13.0691(2) 
, deg 95.190(2) 91.3936(13) 96.5155(11) 
V, Å3 1124.63(5) 699.63(3) 1014.26(3) 
Z 2 2 2 
T, K 150 150 150 
Dcalc, g∙cm
-3 0.875 1.871 1.933  
, cm-1 28.944 61.125 62.304 
Reflections measured 12324 7573 9726 
Independent 
reflections 
2050 1283 1866 
Reflections used 2050 1283 1866 
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Rint 0.0509 0.0844 0.1356 
R1 
a 0.0397 0.0456 0.0583 
Rall  0.0444 0.0473 0.0836 
Rw(F2) 
a 0.1133 0.1340 0.2077 
GOF 1.089 1.094 1.343 
CCDC 1961711 1961708 1961710 








Chemical formula C6H12N4O8P2S2 C6H18N4O16P4S2 
Formula weight 394.25 590.24 
Space group P-1 (#2) P-1 (#2) 
a, Å 5.40917(18) 5.26221(11) 
b, Å 7.8050(3) 8.96277(16) 
c, Å 8.8560(4) 10.8217(2) 
, deg 63.995(3) 97.6090(13) 
, deg 84.123(3) 95.9417(15) 
, deg 83.101(3) 98.5964(12) 
V, Å3 333.08(2) 496.243(18) 
Z 2 2 
T, K 150 150 
Dcalc, g∙cm
-3 3.931 3.957 
, cm-1 128.394 129.268 
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Reflections used 1196 1780 
Rint 0.1068 0.0753 
R1 
a 0.0552 0.0486 
Rall  0.0616 0.0511 
Rw(F2) 
a 0.1601 0.1381 
GOF 1.097 1.082 
CCDC 1961712 1961709 
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3-3. Results and Discussion 
3-3-1. Molecular design and crystal polymorph.  
The structural isomers of 2,4-DABT and 2,5-DABT were utilized for the crystallization of acid–base 
salts with the H+ donating H3PO4 compound (H3PO4 → H2PO4
− + H+ → HPO4
2− + H+). The DABT 
molecules have two kinds of H+ accepting and/or hydrogen-bonding sites: the thiazole ring (-C3H2NS) 
and –NH2 groups at the 2,2’-positions, respectively. Thus, the DABT molecules exist in a diverse 
protonated state and have molecular assembly structures. Table 3.3 summarizes the crystal formula, type 








+ accepting 2,4-DABT 
molecules yielded three kinds of single crystals according to the mixing ratio between H2O and H3PO4 in 
the crystallization solvent (Table 3.3). When the crystallization at the diluted H3PO4 condition was carried 
out at H3PO4:H2O mixing volume ratios of 1:6, 3:4, and 4:3, the di-cationic 1:2 salt of (2,4-
H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 was obtained in a thermodynamically stable crystal form. Conversely, a highly 
acidic condition with the H3PO4:H2O ratio of 6:1 yielded the mixed proton-transferred di-cationic (2,4-
H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 salt, where the mono-anionic H2PO4
− and neutral H3PO4 species 
coexisted in the hydrogen-bonding network. The crystallization from MeOH formed the 1:1 mono-
cationic salt of (2,4-HDABT+)(H2PO4
−). In the 2,5-DABT salts, only the diluted condition at H3PO4:H2O 
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= 1:6 yielded the di-anionic salt of (2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2, while the mixed H
+ transferred state of 
(2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 was obtained under considerably high acidic conditions with the 
H3PO4:H2O ratios of 3:4, 4:3, 6:1, and 1:0. However, the mono-protonated 1:1 salt was not obtained in 
the 2,5-DABT system.  
To clarify the difference between the 2,4-DABT and 2,5-DABT molecules, DFT calculations were 
conducted to estimate the HOMO–LUMO energy level and electrostatic surface potential map (ESP) 
(Figure 3.2 and 3.3). The optimized molecular structure of 2,5-DABT was considerably shallower than 
that of 2,4-DABT due to the distorted molecular structure of the former, which was consistent with the 
crystal structural analyses. The HOMO and LUMO energy levels for 2,4-DABT were observed at -0.84 
and -5.46 eV, respectively, while those for 2,5-DABT were observed at -1.35 and -5.37 eV. The HOMO–
LUMO energy gap (EH-L) of 2,5-DABT (EH-L = 4.02 eV) was about 0.6 eV smaller than that of 2,4-
DABT (EH-L = 4.62 eV). The nitrogen atoms of the –NH2 groups of 2,4-DABT insufficiently contributed 
to the HOMO, resulting in the localized atomic coefficient of the HOMO of the thiazole rings (Figure 3.2). 
The ESP mappings of the 2,4-DABT and 2,5-DABT molecules were different from each other (Figure 
3.3), suggesting the different types of intermolecular interactions in the molecular assembly. An almost 
uniform electron distribution was observed in the 2,4-DABT molecule with a slightly negatively charged 
central moiety, while the electron distribution became highly positive at the terminal –NH2 groups in the 
2,5-DABT molecule. These differences of the ESP maps affected the packing structures in the crystal, 
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and the 2,4-DABT molecule tended to form a dimeric structure when negatively charged. Contrarily, the 
uniform ESP map of the 2,4-DABT molecule exhibited a tendency to form the π-stacking structure, while 
the negatively charged –NH2 groups on 2,5-DABT easily formed the hydrogen-bonding interaction with 
thiazolium and/or H3PO4.  
 
Table 3.3. Crystal Formula, Type of Proton-Transferred State, and Crystallization Condition.  
 2,4-DABT      2,5-DABT  
H3PO4:H2O
a Formula Anion H3PO4:H2O



















































MeOH −  
a Volume ratios of the crystallization solvents between H2O and H3PO4.   
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Figure 3.2. Molecular orbital and energy levels of the HOMO and LUMO of 2,4-DABT and 2,5-DABT 
based on the DFT calculation of a B3LYP/6-31G (d). 
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Figure 3.3. Electrostatic potential map (ESP) of 2,4-DABT, 2,5-DABT, and H3PO4 based on the DFT 
calculation of a B3LYP/6-31G (d). 
 
3-3-2. Thermal property and H2O sorption behavior.  
The crystal lattice of the acid–base (HA+)(D−) salt was mainly constructed by the effective electrostatic 
cation–anion interaction, indicating that it had higher thermal stability than that of the neutral (A)(HD)-







−)2(H3PO4)2 indicated the weight losses at around 473, 463, 441, 443, and 437 K, 
respectively (Figures 3.4 and 3.5), which corresponded to the elimination of H2PO4
− or H3PO4. Increasing 
the molar ratio of the hydrogen-bonding H2PO4
− and/or H3PO4 species lowered the decomposition 
temperature of the crystals. Although the single-crystal X-ray structural analysis did not indicate the 
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existence of a solvated H2O molecule, the TG diagram of (2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 indicated a ~3% 
weight-loss at 373 K due to the approximate one molar H2O eliminated from (2,5-
H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2•(H2O). Although the crystal formulae of (2,4-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 and (2,5-
H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 were identical, the H2O sensitivities of these two salts were completely different. 
The former did not show the H2O adsorption behavior, while the latter indicated the reversible H2O 
adsorption–desorption behavior. Figure 3.6a shows the H2O adsorption–desorption isotherms at 298 K for 
(2,4-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 and (2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2. The H2O adsorption behavior was not 
observed in (2,4-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 at 298 K, which was consistent with the TG analysis. Conversely, 
the reversible H2O sorption behavior of the (2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 salt was confirmed by increasing 
in the relative pressure (P/P0) from ~0 to 0.98, where the H2O uptake amount (n(H2O)) reached 0.97 mol 
mol-1 at P/P0 = 1.0. A small n(H2O) = 0.15 mol mol
-1 for (2,4-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 was adsorbed on the 
crystal surface.  
Figures 3.6b and 3.6c show the unit cells of (2,4-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 and (2,5-
H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2, respectively, viewed along the a-axis. The di-cationic 2,4-H2DABT2+ and 2,5-
H2DABT2+ salts were confirmed by the electron density map at the thiazole ring in the differential Fourier 
map based on the single-crystal X-ray structural analyses. The 1D uniform -stacking column of 2,4-
H2DABT2+ di-anions was observed along the a-axis with a mean -planar distance of 3.84 Å, where each 
-molecule was effectively overlapped in the face-to-face orientation. The neighboring inter-column 
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interaction between the –NH2 and S sites was observed at the S•••N distance of dS-N = 3.7937(4) Å, which 
was almost consistent with the isolated -stacking column in the molecular assembly. Between the -
stacking of 2,4-H2DABT2+, the ladder-type O-H•••O= hydrogen-bonding 1D network was elongated 
along the a-axis with oxygen–oxygen distances (dO-O) of 2.493(2) and 2.600(2) Å.  
Contrarily, the 1D slipped -stacking column of 2,5-H2DABT2+ di-cations formed the 2D layer in the 
ab plane (Figure 3.6c), and the O-H•••O= hydrogen-bonding 2D network of H2PO4
− existed between the 
2D -stacking layers. The 1D ladder-type H2PO4
− chain with the dO-O values of 2.477(4) and 2.592(4) Å 
were parallelly arranged in the ab plane, forming the 2D hydrogen-bonding layer. However, the inter-
chain hydrogen-bonding interaction between the 1D ladders was insufficient. The H2O molecules showed 
a high affinity for the hydrophilic H2PO4
− 2D network, where the H2O molecules could be adsorbed onto 
the crystals. The H2O molecule could be easily adsorbed on the 2D hydrophilic hydrogen-bonding layer, 
while the isolated 1D hydrogen-bonding chain was inert toward H2O sorption. Therefore, only the 2D-
layered (2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 salt showed the H2O adsorption–desorption behavior to modify the 
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Figure 3.4. TG charts of 2,4-DABT and 2,5-DABT crystals. 
 
 
Figure 3.5. TG charts of 2,4-DABT and 2,5-DABT salts with H3PO4. a) 2,4-DABT salts of i) (2,4-
HDABT+)(H2PO4
-), ii) (2,4-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
-)2, and iii) (2,4-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
-)2(H3PO4)2. b) 2,5-
DABT salts of i) (2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
-)2 and ii) (2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
-)2(H3PO4)2. 
a) b)
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Figure 3.6.  H2O sorption behavior and crystal structures of the structural isomers, (2,4-
H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 and (2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2. a) H2O adsorption–desorption isotherms at 298 
K. b) Unit cell of (2,4-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 viewed along the a-axis. c) Unit cell of (2,5-
H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 viewed along the a-axis.  
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3-3-3. Crystal structures and Hydrogen-bonding networks 
Crystal structures of (2,4-HDABT+)(H2PO4−). Figure 3.7 summarizes the crystal structure of the 
mono-cationic (2,4-HDABT+)(H2PO4
−) salt. One 2,4-HDABT+ cation and one H2PO4
− anion were the 
crystallographically independent structural units in the crystal. The protonated mono-cationic 2,4-
HDABT+ species was confirmed by the electron density map around one thiazolium ring based on the 
differential Fourier map. The C=N distance (dC=N = 1.386(3) Å) for the thiazole ring was about 0.11 Å 
shorter than that of C–NH+ (dC-N = 1.400(3) Å) for the protonated thiazolium ring. The uniform -stacked 
2,4-HDABT+ column was elongated along the c axis with the mean -planar distance of 2.90 Å, where 
the long-axes of the -molecules in the column were twisted around each other. Each -stacked column 
was weakly connected at the inter-column –NH2•••S interaction with a dS-N of 3.645(2) Å and S•••S one 
with a dS-S of 3.571(2) Å within the bc plane. Therefore, the weakly bound 2D −stacking layer was 
observed in the bc plane, where the O-H•••O= hydrogen-bonding 1D network was elongated along the c 
axis (Figure 3.7b). The H2PO4
− anions were connected by hydrogen bonds with dO-O of 2.500(3) and 
2.603(3) Å to form the isolated 1D chain.  
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Figure 3.7. Crystal structure of (2,4-HDABT+)(H2PO4
−). Unit cell viewed a) along the c-axis and b) along 
the b-axis.  
 
Crystal structures of the mixed protonated salts of (H2DABT2+)(H2PO4−)2(H3PO4)2. The crystal 
formula of the mixed protonated salts of (2,4-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 and (2,5-
H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 were observed as H2DABT2+
 : H2PO4
− : H3PO4 = 1 : 2 : 2 with space 
groups of P21/n and P-1, respectively, where the anionic H2PO4
− and neutral H3PO4 species coexisted in 
the crystals. Figure 3.8a shows the unit cell of the (2,4-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 salt viewed along 
the b-axis. The di-cationic 2,4-H2DABT2+ species was confirmed by the electron density map to be at the 
two thiazolium rings; two molar anionic H2PO4
− species and two molar neutral H3PO4 species coexisted 
to form the closest-packing structure. The alternate 2D layer arrangement of the di-cationic 2,4-
H2DABT2+ and hydrogen-bonding (H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 network was observed along the c-axis (Figure 
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network was grown in the ab plane. Although the packing structure of the structural isomer of (2,5-
H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 was similar to that of (2,4-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 (Figure 3.8b), 
the molecular arrangement of the -molecules of H2DABT2+ were completely different in the 2D layer. 
Figures 3.9a and 3.9 b summarize the arrangement of 2,4-H2DABT2+ in the ab plane and 2,5-H2DABT2+ 
in the ac plane, respectively. There was no -stacking structure of 2,4-H2DABT2, where the -planes of 
each molecule were arranged in parallel to form the 2D layer in the ab plane. Conversely, the 1D slipped 
-stacking structure was observed with the di-cationic 2,4-H2DABT2+ species along the a-axis with a 
mean inter-planar distance of 3.37 Å, and the one -stacking columns were isolated from each other due 
to the considerably large inter-column distance (>4.5 Å). The structural isomers of 2,4-H2DABT2+ and 
2,5-H2DABT2+ formed the different types of 2D-layer arrangements in the crystals.  
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Figure 3.9. Crystal structure of the mixed protonated salts of (2,4-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 and 
(2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2. a) Two-dimensional layer of 2,4-HDABT+ in the ab plane. b) Two-
dimensional -stacking layer of 2,5-HDABT+ in the ac plane. 
 
Hydrogen-bonding network. The hydrogen-bonding networks were also dominated by the molecular 
arrangement of the 2,4-DABT and 2,5-DABT molecules. To simplify the discussion, we summarized the 
schematic hydrogen-bonding network structures of H2PO4
− and/or H3PO4 (Scheme 3.2). The 1D single 
chain was observed in the (2,4-HDABT+)(H2PO4
−) salt, while the 1D two-leg ladder chain was confirmed 
in the (2,4-DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 salt. Although the mono-cation and di-cation states of the protonated 2,4-
DABT species formed the similar 1D O-H•••O= hydrogen-bonding chain, the two-leg ladder chain, 
observed in the di-cationic 2,4-DABT2+ species, compensated for the charge valance of the cation–anion 
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pair. The 2D hydrogen-bonding layer was observed in the (2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 salt, while the 3D 
network was confirmed in the mixed proton-transferred salts, (2,4-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 and 
(2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2. In these 3D networks, the 2D layers were connected by an 
additional inter-layer O-H•••O= hydrogen-bonding interaction. The magnitude of the inter-layer 
interactions in the (2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 salt was much stronger than that in the (2,4-
H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 salt.  
 
 
Scheme 3.2. Schematic hydrogen-bonding networks of H2PO4






−)2, and e) (2,4-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 salts. 
2D layer Dense 3D
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The isolated 1D O-H•••O= hydrogen-bonding (H2PO4
−)∞ chain of the (2,4-HDABT+)(H2PO4
−) salt 
was observed along the c-axis (Scheme 3.2a), while the two-leg ladder [(H2PO4
−)2]∞ chain was elongated 
along the a-axis. The average hydrogen bond (dO-O = 2.552 Å) in the single chain was slightly longer than 
that in the ladder chain (dO-O = 2.535 Å) (Figures 3.6 and 3.7). The 2D layer of the (2,5-
H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 salt in the ab plane was constructed by the 1D two-leg ladder [(H2PO4
−)2]∞ chains 
with dO-O of 2.477(4) and 2.592(4) Å along the a-axis, which were further connected by the effective inter-
ladder hydrogen-bonding interaction with a dO-O of 2.492(4) Å along the b-axis, forming the 2D layer. In 
contrast, the 3D hydrogen-bonding network was observed in the two mixed protonated salts, where the 
2D layers were connected by the additional inter-layer hydrogen-bonding interactions. The average inter-
layer distance of dO-O = 2.574 Å [2.480(4), 2.569(4), 2.596(4), and 2.651(4) Å] in the ab plane of the 
mixed protonated (2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 salt was tightly connected by a hydrogen bond 
with a dO-O of 2.496(3) Å along the c-axis, thereby forming dense 3D hydrogen-bonding networks 
(Scheme 3.2b). The mono-anionic H2PO4
− and neutral H3PO4 species in the hydrogen-bonding network 
could not be distinguished by the electron density distribution in the differential Fourier map. Although a 
similar 3D hydrogen-bonding network was observed in the (2,4-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 salt, the 
inter-layer connectivity between the 2D hydrogen-bonding layers was weaker than that in the case of the 
2,5-H2DABT2+ salt. The average intra-layer dO-O of 2.559 Å [2.519(4), 2.528(4), 2.567(4), and 2.621(3) 
Å] was about 0.15 Å larger than the inter-layer distance (dO-O = 2.413(4) Å) (Scheme 3.2c). 
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3-3-4. Bulk and single crystal conductivity 
Bulk proton conductivity. The bulk proton conductivity was evaluated by alternate current (AC) 
impedance spectroscopy using the compressed pellets. The real part resistance (Z’) and imaginary part 
susceptance (Z’’) in the Cole–Cole plots provided the ideal semi-circle trace for the protonic conduction 
(Figures 3.10 and 3.11). Table 3.4 summarizes the hydrogen-bonding network type, maximum H+ value, 
and activation energy (Ea) of the five kinds of salts. The lowest H+ value was observed at 10
−9 S cm-1 for 
the mono-protonated (2,4-HDABT+)(H2PO4
−) salt due to the lowest concentration of proton carrier and 
the 1D protonic conduction pathway. Both the (2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 and (2,4-
H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 salts indicated the same order of maximum H+ values because they had the same 
stoichiometric number of H2PO4
− anions (carrier concentration). Although the hydrogen-bonding 
networks of the 2D layer in the (2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 salt and 1D chain in the (2,4-
H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 salt were different, the bulk H+ values of these two salts in the compressed pellets 
were similar. In the mixed protonated state of H2PO4
− – H3PO4, the maximum H+ values reached ~10
−5 
S cm-1, where the long-range proton transport was possibly observed in the proton-transfer process 
between the anionic H2PO4
− and neutral H3PO4 species. The magnitude of the bulk H+ value had a 
deviation of three orders of magnitude according to the hydrogen-bonding network, i.e., carrier 
concentration and protonic mobility. 
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Table 3.4. Protonic Conductivity (σH+) and Activation Energy (Ea) of Compressed Pellets. 
Salts Type H+, S cm
−1 a Ea, eV 
(2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 2D 7.1×10
−6 at 437 K 0.61 at 397−437 K 
(2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 Dense 3D 2.6×10
−5 at 437 K 0.65 at 399−437 K 
(2,4-HDABT+)(H2PO4
−) 1D 8.7×10−9 at 453 K 0.86 at 433−453 K 
(2,4-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 1D Ladder 5.3×10
−6 at 433 K  0.34 at 413−433 K 
(2,4-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 Dilute 3D 1.8×10
−5 at 424 K 0.98 at 384−424 K 
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Figure 3.10. Temperature-dependent Z’-Z’’ plots of a) (2,4-HDABT+)(H2PO4
-), b) (2,4-
H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
-)2, and c) (2,4-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
-)2(H3PO4)2 using the compressed pellets. Protonic 
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Figure 3.11. Temperature-dependent Z’-Z’’ plots of a) (2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
-)2 and b) (2,5-
H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
-)2(H3PO4)2 using the compressed pellets. 
 
Single crystal proton conductivity and anisotropy. A variety of hydrogen-bonding networks 
including a 1D single chain, 1D two-leg ladder chain, 2D, dilute 3D, and dense 3D enabled us to discuss 
the relationship between the mobility and proton conduction pathway. Conversely, the protonated states 
of the mono-anionic H2PO4
− and mixed anionic (H2PO4
−)(H3PO4) species could be discussed from the 
viewpoint of the conducting carrier concentration in the hydrogen-bonding network. The highly 
anisotropic proton-conducting behavior suppressed the bulk H+ based on the measurement of the 
compressed pellets. Therefore, the H+ measurement of the single crystal was quite useful for evaluating 
the proton-conducting pathway and protonic mobility to fabricate super-protonic conductors. Here, we 




−)2(H3PO4)2, which had 2D, dense 3D, and 
a) b)
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dilute 3D hydrogen-bonding networks, respectively. The latter two salts existed in a mixed protonic state 
with a high carrier concentration. 
The crystal axes were confirmed by the single-crystal X-ray structural analyses prior to the 
measurements. In the 2D hydrogen-bonding network, the in-plane H+ value was expected to be 
considerably higher than the out-of-plane value. The anisotropic protonic conductivity of the (2,5-
H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 single crystal was measured along the b- and c-axes, respectively, corresponding 
to the in-plane and the out of plane directions for the 2D hydrogen-bonding layer. Figure 3.12 shows the 
temperature-dependent Z’−Z” plots of the (2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 single crystal along the b-axis. The 
complex impedance plane at the Cole–Cole plots indicated the ideal semicircle traces at all measuring 
temperatures, which was consistent with the single Debye-type relaxation due to the intrinsic H+ value in 
the absence of the extrinsic contribution from the grain boundary.36 Similar temperature-dependent Z’−Z” 
plots were also observed along the direction of the out of plane c-axis (Figure 3.14b). The in-plane intrinsic 
H+ value of 1.2×10
−5 S cm-1 at 439 K along the b-axis was almost 20 times higher than the out of plane 
H+ value of 5.6×10
−6 S cm-1 at 441 K along the c-axis (Scheme 3.2b). From the Arrhenius plots of T – 
log (H+), the activation energies along the b- and c-axes were 0.54 (409 < T < 439 K) and 0.70 eV (401 
< T < 441 K), suggesting a considerably higher proton mobility along the in-plane direction compared to 
that along the out-of-plane direction. The hydrogen-bonding 2D network was separated by 2,5-
H2DABT2+ -stacking layers, which disconnected the proton-conducting pathway along the a-axis.  
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Figure 3.12. Anisotropic proton conductivity of the (2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 single crystal. a) 
Temperature-dependent Cole−Cole plots along the b-axis. b) Two-dimensional hydrogen-bonding 
network in the ab plane. 
 
The anisotropic in-plane and the out-of-plane H+ values were observed in the 2D layered molecular 
arrangement. The bulk conductivity already supported the high H+ values for the mixed protonated (2,4-
H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 and (2,5-DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 salts, which had dense and dilute 
3D hydrogen-bonding networks, respectively (Schemes 3.2b and 3.2e). Four and ten H+ carriers per one 
2,4-H2DABT2+ di-cation, respectively were calculated to be present in the (2,4-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 
and (2,4-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 salts. Therefore, the H+ value should be further enhanced in the 
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The 2D hydrogen-bonding layer was observed in the (2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 salt along 
the ac plane, which was further connected by the additional O-H•••O= interaction along the b-axis to form 
the 3D network (Scheme 3.2e). The anisotropic maximum H+ values along the a-, b-, and c-axes were 
observed at 6.0×10−6, 4.5×10−4, and 1.9×10−4 S cm-1 at 433 K, respectively, where the H+ values along 
the b- and c-axes were two orders of magnitude higher than those along the a-axis (Figure 3.13 and 3.15). 
In the crystal, the di-cationic 2,5-H2DABT2+ species was surrounded by two H2PO4
− anions and two 
H3PO4 molecules, which further formed the two kinds of 2D layers in the ab and ac planes. The Ea values 
along the a-, b-, and c-axes were observed at 0.73 (393 < T < 433 K), 0.67 (396 < T < 437 K), and 0.54 
eV (394 < T < 434 K), respectively. The Ea value along the a-axis was also larger than those along the b- 
and c-axes, suggesting the considerably higher H+ value along the b- and c-axes. Figures 3.13a and 3.13b 
summarize the 3D hydrogen-bonding networks in the (2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 salt along the 
ac plane and the b-axis, respectively. The hydrogen-bonding distances (dO-O) along the a-axis were 
alternatively observed at a dO-O of 2.528(5) Å and a long dO-O of 2.913(4) Å, while those along the c-axis 
were observed at dO-O of 2.528(5) and 2.519(4) Å. The symmetrical O-H•••O= hydrogen-bonding structure 
generated a symmetrical double-minimum type potential energy curve, where the potential energy barrier 
(E) was directly associated with the dO-O. When the hydrogen-bonding dO-O increased from ca. 2.2 Å, 
the single-minimum type potential energy curve with E = 0 kJ mol-1 changed to the double-minimum 
type with E > 0 kJ mol-1, and E was enhanced by increasing the dO-O. A large E value completely 
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suppressed the thermally activated proton transfer process between the double-minimum type potential 
curve for the appearance of protonic conduction. Therefore, the infinite O-H•••O= hydrogen-bonding 
connection with a relatively short dO-O is needed for the high H+ value. The dO-O = 2.913(4) Å along the 
a-axis drastically increased the E value and suppressed the H+ value, while the uniform and relatively 
strong hydrogen-bonding interactions with dO-O = 2.528(5) and 2.519(4) Å resulted in a high H+ value 
along the c-axis. The hydrogen-bonding connectivity along the b-axis was governed by the uniform and 
moderate strength of the hydrogen-bonding interactions with dO-O = 2.413(3) and 2.621(3) Å, resulting in 
a much higher H+ value than that along the a-axis.   
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Figure 3.13. Three-dimensional hydrogen-bonding networks for the H+ measurements using the single 
crystal. Hydrogen-bonding network of the (2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 single crystal measured 
a) in the ac plane and b) along the b-axis. Hydrogen-bonding network of the (2,4-
H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 single crystal measured c) in the ab plane and d) in the ac plane.  
 
The H+ anisotropy of the (2,4-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4)2 single crystal was evaluated to clarify 
the relationship between the hydrogen-bonding connectivity (uniformity and strength) and magnitude of 
H+ values (Figure 3.16). The H+ values along the b-axis and along the ac plane were 1.63×10
−5 and 
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than that along the ac plane. The activation energy (Ea = 0.32 eV) at 393 < T < 433 K was two orders of 
magnitude lower than that (Ea = 0.66 eV) at 401 < T < 431 K in the ac plane, suggesting the much higher 
H+ along the b-axis. Figures 13c and 13d summarize the anisotropic H+ conducting pathways. The 
hydrogen-bonding dO-O values of 2.480(4) and 2.569(4) Å along the b-axis were much shorter and uniform 
than the dO-O values of 2.480(4) and 2.651(4) Å along the a-axis. Conversely, the H
+ conducting pathway 
along the c-axis was not straightforward due to the cyclic hydrogen-bonding network in the ac plane, 
where the hydrogen bonds with dO-O values of 2.496(3), 2.480(3), and 2.651(3) Å formed the 2D network 
in the ac plane. The non-uniform hydrogen-bonding interaction along the c-axis suppressed the H+ value.  
 
 
Figure 3.14. Temperature-dependent Z’-Z’’ plots of single crystal of (2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
-)2 a) 
along the c-axis and b) along the b-axis. 
a) b)
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Figure 3.15. Temperature-dependent Z’-Z’’ plots of single crystal of (2,5-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
-)2(H3PO4) 
a) along the c-axis, b) along the b-axis, and b) along the c-axis. 
 
 
Figure 3.16. Temperature-dependent Z’-Z’’ plots of single crystal of (2,4-H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
-)2(H3PO4) 
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3-3-5. Hydrogen-bonding connectivity and H+.  
To clarify the relationship between the H+ values and hydrogen-bonding connectivity, we measured 
the 5 kinds of different H+ conducting pathways with the relatively short dO-O in the range of 2.44–2.66 Å 
(Table 3.5). In addition, the hydrogen-bonding structure between H2PO
− and/or H3PO4 can be classified 
into two types depending on the number of O-H•••O hydrogen-bonding interactions with single-bonding 
and double-bonding types, respectively (Scheme 3.3). The 2D layer in the (2,5-
H2DABT2+)(H2PO4






−)2(H3PO4)2 salts were observed along the 
b-, b-, a-, and b-axes, respectively, which have been abbreviated as the hydrogen-bonding connectivity of 
types II, III, IV, and V, respectively. The magnitude of H+ decreased in the order of type I (4.5×10−4 S 
cm−1), type II (1.9×10−4 S cm−1), type III (1.63×10−5 S cm−1), type IV (1.21×10−5 S cm−1), and type V 
(6.0×10−6 S cm−1) at 420 K.  
 
Table 3.5. The proton conductivities in each measurement temperature. 
Compound T, K 
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Figure 3.17. Arrhenius plots of log(σH+) – T
−1 of the five types of hydrogen-bonding networks (types I, 
II, III, IV, and V).  
 
The two typical intermolecular hydrogen-bonding patterns were observed at single and double O-
H•••O= bonding structures in the (H2PO4
−)2 dimer (Schemes 3.3a and 3.3b). The 1D linear hydrogen-
bonding chain with the alternate single and double O-H•••O= bonding arrangement was observed in type 
I, while the alternate arrangement of the two single-bond and one double-bond chains generated the 2D 
layer of type II. The alternate single and double O-H•••O= hydrogen-bonding patterns were observed in 
the 2D layer of type III. In contrast, the 2D layer of type IV was constructed by only the single O-H•••O= 
hydrogen bonding interaction, while the coexistence of single and double hydrogen-bonding interactions 
was observed in the zig-zag pattern in the type-V 2D layer.  
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Scheme 3.3. Schematic hydrogen-bonding network structures from type I to type V. 
 
Both type I and type II hydrogen-bonding interactions had the same order of H+ values (~10
−4 S 
cm−1), while the 2D interaction in type III and type IV had a H+ value that was one order of magnitude 
lower. Furthermore, the type V interaction further decreased the H+ value by about two orders of 
magnitude. Both the highly conducting type I and type II interactions had the alternative connectivity of 
double and single O-H•••O= hydrogen-bonding interactions, while the relatively low-conducting type III 
and IV networks had only the single bonding hydrogen-bonding interaction. Therefore, the double O-
H•••O= bonding interaction is useful for significantly increasing the H+ value. The non-uniform O-
H•••O= hydrogen-bonding network in type II lowered the H+ value, in contrast to the case with the 
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bonding networks in type V further decreased the H+ value due to the lowering of the H+ value in the 
conducting pathway. Notably, the uniform and double O-H•••O= hydrogen-bonding networks are useful 
for increasing the H+ value in the H+ conducting pathway. Although the magnitude of the H+ value was 
insufficiently high among the variety of the acid-base type anhydrous single crystalline protonic 
conductors, the single crystal proton conductor with H+ > 10
−4 S cm−1 is still a rare case in low-molecular-
weight anhydrous compounds. Typical high H+ values above 10
−4 S cm−1 have been observed in ionic 
liquids, polymers, and plastic crystalline phases (Table 3.6).  
Table 3.6. Typical Anhydrous Proton Conductors Based on Acid–Base Organic Materials. 
Compound a H+, S cm
−1 Temp., K Description Ref 
Pyrrolidine•HTFSI 3.96×10−3 403 Ionic liquid 49 
o-Cloroanilinim•H2PO4
− 2.2 ×10−3 386 Single Crystal 41 
Gdm-H+•NfO− 2.1 ×10−3 458 Plastic 
Crystal 
50 




4.5×10−4 437 Single Crystal This work 
a HTFSI, Gdm-H+, NfO-̶, PSSA, ABA, and PA are bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl) amide, guanidinium, 
nonaflat, poly(4-styrenesulfonic acid), 4-aminobenzylamine, and phosphoric acid, respectively.  
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Single crystalline protonic conductors were designed in acid–base salts between the A of 2,2’-
diaminobithiazile (DABT) and HD of H3PO4. The acidic protons of H3PO4
 were transferred to thiazole 
rings, forming the mono-cationic HDABT+ or di-cationic H2DABT2+ species in the absence of the 
protonation at the terminal –NH2 sites. Although the molecular structures of the structural isomer of the 
proton-accepting 2,2’-diamino-4,4’-bithiazole (2,4-DABT) and 2,2’-diamino-5,5’-bithiazole (2,5-DABT) 
species were similar, their molecular assembly structures were different even with the same crystal 
formulae of (H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2 and (H2DABT2+)(H2PO4
−)2(H3PO4). By chemically modulating the 
crystallization condition, 5 kinds of high-quality single crystals of acid–base salts of the DABT–H3PO4 
system were formed with different hydrogen-bonding networks, where diverse 1D, 2D, and 3D O-H•••O= 
connected networks formed proton-conducting pathways. The H+ value was affected by the type of 
hydrogen-bonding network (H+) and the protonated state (n). The anisotropic H+ values were observed 
at the conductivity range of two orders of magnitude in the single crystal measurements. The intrinsic H+ 
value in the absence of the contribution from the grain boundary accounted for the anisotropic proton 
transport pathway from the viewpoint of hydrogen-bonding connectivity, uniformity, and strength, which 
clarified the relationship between the H+ values and hydrogen-bonding network. The high H+ value 
above 10−4 S cm−1 was confirmed in the uniform proton-conducting pathway with the mixed protonated 
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− and H3PO4. The present results provide important insights for designing super 
proton-conducting hydrogen-bonding networks in anhydrous organic acid–base salts.  
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Intermolecular hydrogen-bonding interactions have been utilized for the association and dissociation 
of each molecule in the flexible and transformable molecular-assembly structures,1 which have been also 
utilized in the formation of biological assembly structures.2 Among various types of hydrogen-bonding 
interactions, amide-type intermolecular hydrogen-bonding interactions (−C=O•••N−H−) play an 
important role to form the biological molecular assembly structures such as α-helix and β-sheets in 
polypeptides, collagen, and keratin.2,3 A typical bonding energy of the amide-type hydrogen-bonding 
interactions is in the range of 5–10 kJ mol-1, therefore, the structural reconstruction of proteins in 
biological systems is effectively activated by both of the association-dissociation processes of the 
molecules in the flexibility molecular assemblies.4 The amide-type intermolecular hydrogen-bonding 
interactions are also useful to construct the functional supramolecular assemblies.5 For instance, the one-
dimensional (1D) −C=O•••N−H− hydrogen-bonding interaction has been effectively utilized for 
constructing the low-dimensional molecular assembly structures.6 For instance, typical 1D molecular 
assembly has been reported in discotic liquid crystal phase of benzene derivative bearing multiple 
hydrophobic alkylamide (−CONHCnH2n+1) chains, where the effective intermolecular hydrogen-bonding 
interactions form the 1D hydrogen-bonding π-stacking columnar assembly, which were further assembled 
to the hexagonal columnar phase.7 The 1D intermolecular −C=O•••N−H− hydrogen-bonding interactions 
can also form the nanofibers and organogels,8, 9 where the three-dimensional (3D) entanglement of each 
1D fibrous molecular assembly generated the micro-scale pores to capture the solvents in organogels. An 
excellent organogelation ability has been reported in cyclohexane-1,2-dialkylamide and benzene-1,3,5-
trialkylamide derivatives.9, 10 In consideration of these, the hydrogen-bonding alkylamide chains are one 
of the interesting functional units that will form flexible 1D supramolecular assemblies such as discotic 
columnar liquid crystals, organogels, and nanofibers.  





The formation of organogels in CH2Cl2, N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 
nitrobenzene, and benzonitrile have been reported in N,N’,N”-tri(octadecyl)-1,3,5-
benzenetricarboxamide,11 where the π-stacking 1D molecular assemblies are generated by the 
intermolecular −C=O•••N−H− hydrogen-bonding interactions.12 The formation of a discotic hexagonal 
columnar (Colh) liquid crystalline phase has been reported for the symmetrical three-chain system of 
N,N',N"-trialkyl-1,3,5-benzenetricarboxamide.7 The introduction of three –CONHCnH2n+1 chains into the 
benzene core effectively generates the intermolecular interaction to form the Colh phase. The π-stacking 
columns, aided by the intermolecular −C=O•••N−H− hydrogen-bonding interactions, have been 
characterized through the single crystal X-ray diffraction analysis of N,N',N"-trimethyl-1,3,5-
benzenetricarboxamide and N,N',N"-trimethoxyethyl-1,3,5-benzenetricarboxamide.13 In these hydrogen-
bonding 1D supramolecular assemblies, interesting physical response of the ferroelectric switching has 
been reported in the Colh phase of N,N',N"-trialkyl-1,3,5-benzenetricarboxamide, which exhibited 
polarization-electric field (P-E) hysteresis curves, typical to the ferroelectric ground state.14 The 1D 
intermolecular −C=O•••N−H− hydrogen-bonding interactions along the π-stacking direction can be 
inverted by the application of the outer electric field, resulting in the dipole inversion. Two different 
hydrogen-bonding orientations (−C=O•••N−H− and −N=H•••O=C−) along the π-stacking axis are 
transformable to each other by the application of the outer electric field.  
Another type of an interesting molecular system has been extensively designed in crown ether 
derivatives.15 Selective ion recognition of crown ethers has been utilized for phase transfer catalysis, ion 
separation, ion sensing, and ion transport in solution phase, where the chemical designs of pore 
environment such as [12]crown-4, [15]crown-5, and [18]crown-6 are useful in high affinity for Li+, Na+, 
and K+ ions, respectively.16 In the solid states, a regular array of crown ether can form the 1D channel in 
the regular overlap of the central pores. Simple ionic channel structures such as (Li+)x([15]crown-5),  






+)x([18]crown-6) can coexist with electrical conducting π-stacking column 
of [Ni(dmit)2] in highly electrical conducting single crystals of (Li
+)x([15]crown-5)[Ni(dmit)2]2, 
(Li+)x([18]crown-6)[Ni(dmit)2]2, and (Na
+)x([18]crown-6)[Ni(dmit)2]2, where the motional freedom of Li
+ 
ions is coupled with the conduction electrons. The molecular framework of crown ether is one of the 
interesting candidates to control the ionic motion in the molecular assembly, which has been applied for 
the solid state ionics. Among a various type of molecular assemblies, the long-range lattice periodicity of 
liquid crystalline states such as nematic and smectic phases is much lower than that of single crystalline 
state, and the flexible molecular assembly structure enables to design the dynamic motion of ions. There 
is a large number of ionic liquid crystalline materials, where the relatively high ionic conductivity up to 
1.5×10−4 S cm−2 is observed in smectic phase around 350 K.17 Interestingly, the ionic conducting liquid 
crystalline materials based on diaza[18]crown-ether derivative bearing decylalkoxy-p-cyanobiphenyl 
chains has been also reported by Espinet et al.,18 and the introduction of K+I- into the crown ether indicated 
the ionic conductivity of 3.00×10−7 S cm−1 at 530 K, which magnitude was lower than that of K+-free 
crown ether. The reason of lower conductivity of the K+-doping crown ether is due to the effective K+ 
capturing ability of diaza[18]crown-6 unit and the insufficient formation of channel-type molecular 
assembly in the absence of regular array of crown ethers. Therefore, the formation of 1D regular array of 
crown ethers should be one of the key roles to increase the ionic mobility in the molecular assemblies. 
Another interesting ionic transport liquid crystalline material has been reported in n-alkoxy-substituted 
crown ether fused with triphenylene π-core,19 where the ionic conductivity of K+I− doped state was 20 
times larger than that of K+SCN− doping and 100 times larger than that of K+BF4
− one. Therefore, the 
anion size played an important role to control K+ conductivity in the 1D channel.20 The liquid crystalline 
ion-captured M+(crown ether) usually modified the thermal phase transition behavior significant. The 
addition of alkali metal salt into mesogen changes to the non-mesogen due to increase the magnitude of 





intermolecular interactions.21 The soft I− anion can significantly stabilize the thermal behavior of liquid 
crystal phase.22  
A combination of specific chemical structures between the hydrogen-bonding alkylamide and crown 
ether can realize an interesting 1D molecular assembly with ionic channel, which enable to design multi-
functional molecular assemblies such as ionic conductive ferroelectrics. For instance, the ionic 
conductivity of organic materials have been hybridized with mechanical, electrical, and optical 
properties.23 Although the existence of ionic conductivity usually disturbed the ferroelectric polarization 
due to leak current,24 the ionic conductive ferroelectrics has been discussed in typical inorganic 
perovskites such as Bi4Ti3O12 ,
25 which showed a relatively high ionic conductivity of ∼10−2 S cm−1 at 
923 K and polarization of ∼50  Ccm-2 in the a-c plane at 298 K for Bi4Ti3O12.26 Ionic conducting 
ferroelectrics with non-linear electric response have attracted increasing attention for their potential 
applications in transducers, actuators, sensors, etc.27 Although the ion conductive inorganic ferroelectrics 
have been developed, there is no reported in organic molecular materials.  
In this study, we reported the molecular design, synthesis, and physical characterizations of 
dibenzo[18]crown-6 derivative bearing four –NHCOC14H29 chains (1 in figures 4.1). The cavity size of 1 
is well fitted to K+ ion, and the four –NHCOC14H29 chains formed the intermolecular −C=O•••N−H− 
hydrogen-bonding interactions in order to generate the 1D columnar molecular assembly with both of the 
ferroelectricity and ionic conductivity simultaneously. Although the formation of 1D hydrogen-bonding 
columnar structure of 1 has been observed in Colh liquid crystal phase, there was no ferroelectric response 
in the P-E hysteresis curve at Colh phase. It has been already reported that the introduction of the nearest-
neighboring –CONHCnH2n+1 chains at benzene π-core suppressed the ferroelectricity due to the steric 
hindrance for the rotation of hydrogen-bonding alkylamide chains. In addition, the substituted pattern of 
–NHCOCnH2n+1 chains to benzene; direct bonding at nitrogen atom to benzene π-core, also suppressed the 





ferroelectric response due to the steric hindrance for rotation. The ferroelectric response was unfortunately 
suppressed in Colh phase of 1. Therefore, I firstly evaluated the ion doping effect for 1 to control the ionic 
conducting behavior of M+•(1)•X- system, where M+ = Na+, K+, and Cs+ and X− = Br−, I−, PF6
−, SCN−, 
and CH3COO
−. To design the ferroelectricity, we tried to fabricate the mixed liquid crystals between 1 
and N,N’’,N’’’-tris(tetradecyl)-1,3,5-benzenetricrboxamide (3BC in Scheme 4.1) to coexist the 1D ionic 
channel of 1 and the 1D ferroelectric hydrogen-bonding chains of 3BC simultaneously. The molecular 
assembly structures, dielectric, and ferroelectric responses of (3BC)x(1)1-x were evaluated for the mixing 








2−)0.025] were examined to clarify the size effect of alkali metal ion in the 
ionic channels.   
 
Scheme 4.1.  Molecular structures of alkylamide (-NHCOC14H29) fused dibenzo[18]crown-6 derivative 












4-2. Experimental Section 
4-2-1. General and physical measurements.  
1H NMR were recorded on a Bruker Avance 400 NMR spectrometer with chemical shift (δ) in ppm 
relative to tetramethylsilane as a standard of δ = 0.00 ppm. The mass spectra were recorded on a JMS–
700 spectrometer (MS laboratory, Graduate School of Agriculture, Tohoku University). 
Thermogravimetric (TG) differential thermal analysis and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) were 
conducted using a Rigaku Thermo plus TG8120 thermal analysis station and Mettler DSC1-T with an 
Al2O3 reference and a heating and cooling rate of 5 K min
-1 under nitrogen. Solid-state infrared (IR) 
spectra were measured on a KBr pellet using a Thermo Fisher Scientific Nicioklet 6700 spectrophotometer 
with a resolution of 5 cm-1. Temperature-dependent powder X-ray diffraction patterns (PXRD) were 
obtained using a Rigaku Rint-Ultima diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation at λ=1.54185Å within the 
temperature range of 298−498 K. The temperature-dependent dielectric constants were measured using 
the two-probe AC impedance method from 1 kHz to 1 MHz (Hewlett-Packard, HP4194A) and the 
temperature controller of a Linkam LTS-E350 system. The cast film was fabricated on ITO glass (SZ-
A311P6N), and sandwiched using a corresponding ITO glass to form an electrode arrangement with and 
electrode area of 0.16 cm2 and gap ranging from 0.1 mm to 1.0 mm. The temperature was increased by 4 
Kmin-1 in corresponding temperature range. The P-E curve was measured using a ferroelectric tester 
(Precision LC, Radient Technologies).  
4-2-2. Preparation of crown ether 1 and 3BC. 
Commercially available dibenzo[18]crown-6 and undecanoyl chloride (C10H21COCl) were employed 
for preparation of molecule 1. 3BC was synthesized following the reported method.28 Tetraamine-
dibenzo[18]crown-6 was prepared according to the literature procedure.29  Concentrated nitric acid (50 
mL) was slowly dropped into dibenzo[18]crowin-6 (5.0 g, 13.9 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (50 mL) at room 





temperature under the stir, then concentrated sulfuric acid (25 mL) was also slowly dropped and stirred at 
four days.  After the filtration, precipitates were washed by H2O and dried in vacuum. 6.96 g (12.9 mmol) 
of tetranitro-dibenzo[18]crown-6 was obtained at yield of 93 %.  1H NMR in DMSO:   = 3.85 (m, 8H), 
4.31 (m, 8H), and 7.74 (s, 4H).  10 % Pd/C (1.0 g) and hydrazine monohydrate (140 mL) were added into 
tetranitro dibenzo[18]crown-6 (4.6 g, 8.52 mmol) in dry C2H5OH, which was refluxed at four hours under 
N2 condition. The hot reaction solution was filtrated by celite and solute by hot C2H5OH, and the solution 
was heated again and was slowly cooled to appear platelet crystals.  2.02 g (4.75 mmol) of tetraamino-
dibenzo[18]crown-6 was obtained at yield of 56 %. 1H NMR in CD3OD:  =  3.91 (m, 8H), 4.08 (br, 8H), 
6.48 (s, 4H).   
Undecanoyl chloride (2.28 mL, 10.4 mmol) was slowly dropped into tetraamino-dibenzo[18]crown-6 
in dry CH3CN (80 mL) under N2 condition, then trimethylamine (2.56 mL, 18.4 mmol) was slowly 
dropped into the solution and stir overnight.  The white precipitates were collected by filtration and washed 
by CH3OH and dried in vacuum. Recrystallization from DMF provided 709 mg (0.648 mmol) of 1 with a 
yield of 27 %.  1H NMR: 400 MHz, CDCl3, δ = 0.88 (9H, t), 1.21−1.43 (66H, m), 1.58−1.68 (6H, m), 3.38 
(6H, dt), 6.40 (3H, t), 8.33 (3H, s). Anal. Calcd. For 3BC (C51H93N3O3): C, 76.92; H, 11.77; N, 5.28. 
Found: C, 76.82; H, 11.85; N, 5.30. 
4-2-3. Preparation of ion-doped and mixed crystals 
The ion-capturing M+•(1)•X− salts were obtained by a simple mixing method of 1 in toluene and the 
corresponding M+X− in CH3OH, then the solvent was removed in vacuum. Seven kinds of ion-doped salts 
of K+•(1)•Br−, K+•(1)•I−, K+•(1)•PF6
−, K+•(1)•AcO−, K+•(1)•SCN−, Na+•(1)•PF6
−, and Cs+•(1)•CO3
− were 
obtained and their mixing state was evaluated by the PXRD patterns. Mixed crystals of (3BC)0.9(1)0.1, 
(3BC)0.8(1)0.2, and (3BC)0.7(1)0.3 were obtained by simple mixing and solving in hot toluene, then solvent 












2−)0.025] were obtained by mixing of 3BC and 1 in toluene and 
corresponding M+X− in CH3OH, then the solvent was removed by vacuum and dried.  





4-3. Results and Discussion 
4-3-1. Molecular assemblies and phase transition behavior of 1. 
Formation of Colh liquid crystal phase of 3BC was observed in the temperature range from 320 to 470 
K (Figure 4.1a). The intermolecular amide type =O•••N−H− hydrogen-bonding interaction formed the π-
stacking column of (3BC)∞ with the hexagonal columnar arrangement. On the contrary, four hydrogen-
bonding –NHCOC10H21 chains of molecule 1 can generate the same Colh phase above 475 K, which phase 
transition temperature to Colh state was 155 K higher than that of 3BC due to high thermal stability of 1. 
Before the phase transition to Colh phase, two kinds of S1-S2 and S2-Colh phase transitions were observed 
at 380 and 475 K, respectively, with the transition enthalpy change (H) of 10.1 and 14.1 kJmol-1 (Figure 
4.1a). The Colh phase of 1 was approximately 150 K stabilized than that of 3BC due to effective 
intermolecular hydrogen-bonding interaction between the four –NHCOC10H21 chains. The polarized 
optical microscope (POM) images under the cross Nicole optical arrangement showed the fluidic and 
birefringence behavior of Colh phases for 1 and 3BC. A focal conic texture was observed in POM images 
of 1 at 500 K (Figure 4.1b). The S1 and S2 phases of 1 did not have a fluidic behavior, suggesting a partial 
melting state of four –NHCOC10H21 chains. Thermogravimetric (TG) analysis of 1 revealed high thermal 
stability up to 510 K (Figure 4.2), which corresponded to relatively narrow thermal stability of Colh phase 
of 1 from 475 to 510 K.    
    The formation of hydrogen-bonding 1D molecular assembly structure was also confirmed by the 
formation of the transparent organogels of 1 in CHCl3 and toluene with a concentration of ~1 mM (Figure 
4.1c). The molecule 1 was insoluble in CH3OH, C2H5OH, THF, CH3CN, hexane, etc., and the white 
powder was precipitated from DMF and DMSO in the absence of organogelation. The effective 
intermolecular =O•••N−H− hydrogen-bonding interaction was also confirmed by the vibrational spectra 
of asymmetric N−H starching band (aNH) at 3250 cm
-1 (Figure 4.3). The 1D hydrogen-bonding stack of 





dibenzo[18]crown-6 moiety formed the ionic channel through the =O•••N−H− hydrogen-bonding 
interaction (Scheme 4.2), which was further assembled to the 3D entangled structure with solvent keeping 
micropores to form the organogel. The 1D nano-fiber network was also observed in the spin-coating film 
of xerogel state of 1, which was fabricated by a CHCl3 solution (0.18 mM) with a rotary speed of 2000 
rpm on mica substrate (Figure 4.1d). Typical height and width of the nanofiber were observed at 3 and 
200 nm, respectively. The maximum molecular length of 1 assuming all-trans –C10H21 conformation was 
approximately 4 nm, and the height of each nanofiber on mica surface (~3 nm) was corresponded to the 
diameter of single nanofiber. Therefore, 50 numbers of single nanofiber were assembled on mica surface 
along the lateral direction to fabricate 200 nm width of one nanofiber.       
 
 
Figure 4.1.  Thermal properties and molecular assembly structures of 1. a) DSC charts of 1 (black) and 
3BC (red), where the notations of S1, S2, and M are solid 1, solid 2, and Colh liquid crystal phase, 
respectively. b) POM images of Colh phase of 1 at 503 K. c) Formation of transparent organogel of 1 in 
toluene. d) Nanofiber network structure of 1 on mica surface fabricating by spin coat method with a rotary 
speed of 2000 rpm. 
a) b)
c) d)






Scheme 4.2.  Schematic molecular assembly structure of 1. The maximum molecular length of ~4 nm 
assuming all-trans conformation of –C10H21 chains (left), which was further assembled by =O•••N−H− 
hydrogen-bonding interaction to form ionic channel (right).  Parts of –NHCOC10H21 units were omitted 
to clarify figure.   
 
 
Figure 4.2. Thermal stability of molecule 1 and M+•(1)•X− salts. a) TG diagrams of molecule 1, 











Figure 4.3. Vibrational IR spectra of molecule 1 and M+•(1)•X− salts on KBr pellets. i) Molecule 1, ii)  
K+•(1)•PF6
−, iii) K+•(1)•I−, iv) K+•(1)•SCN−, v) K+•(1)•AcO−, vi) K+•(1)•Br−, vii) Na+•(1)•PF6




    The formation of Colh phase of 1 was confirmed by the temperature dependent PXRD pattern 
(Figure 4.4a). The X-ray diffraction patterns of S1 and S2 phases of 1 showed sharp peaks around 2 ~ 
20 ° due to crystalline phase. On the contrary, one sharp diffraction peak was observed at 2 = 2.48 ° of 
Colh phase at 493 K, which was assigned to the d100 = 3.56 nm of the hexagonal columnar lattice (Figure 





4.4b). The magnitude of d100 shorter than the maximum length of molecule 1 (~4 nm) was consistent with 
the interdegitated molecular assembly structure of lateral alky chains. One broad diffraction peak at 2 = 
20.3 ° could be assigned to the periodicity of d001 = 0.438 nm, corresponding to the melting state of four 
alkyl chains and an average stacking distance of [18]crown-6 in Colh phase. 
   
 
Figure 4.4.  Molecular assembly structure of 1. a) Temperature dependent PXRD patterns at S1 (T = 298 
and 343 K), S2 (T = 443 K), and Colh (T = 493 K) phases. b) Schematic model and d100 lattice of Colh 
phase with ionic channel structure.     
 
4-3-2 Formation of ion-capturing M+•(1)•X− salts. 
  Cavity size of [18]crown-6 in 1 was well fitted to K+ cation, forming in a stable complex of K+•(1), 
where the complexation of K+ cation with 1 need the counter anion (X−) to compensate the total charge of 
K+•(1)•X−. The molecular structure of X− also affected the thermal phase transition behavior of Colh and 
isotropic liquid (I.L) phase, therefore, we firstly evaluated the TG and DSC diagrams of five kinds of 
K+•(1)•X− salts with X− = Br−, I−, PF6
−, SCN−, and CH3COO
−. Structural modification X− from 
a) b)d100





symmetrical (Br−, I−, and PF6
−) to linear (SCN− and CH3COO
−) anions influences the formation of Colh 
phase. Furthermore, the cation size also directly affects the ion-capturing ability of [18]crown-6, although 
size-fitted K+•(1)•X− is the most tightly bounded supramolecular assembly structure. From these points of 
view, we fabricated two different salts of Na+•(1)•PF6
− and Cs+•(1)•CO3
−, where the Na+ and Cs+ cations 
were weakly bounded in the cavity of [18]crown-6 in contrast with K+•(1)•X−. Another important point is 
the mixing ratio of M+X− into the Colh phase of 1, where the different mixing ratio of (K
+)x•(1)•(SCN
−)x 
from x = 0.3 to 1.0 was conducted for the evaluation of vacant ionic sites in the channel. The existence of 
vacant [18]crown-6 sites will enhance the ionic conductivity in contrast with the fully K+ occupied ionic 
















                      
Figure 4.5.  Phase transition behavior of M+•(1)•X− salts and formation of Colh phase. a) DSC diagrams 
of K+•(1)•SCN− (red) and K+•(1)•I− (blue). b) Temperature ranges of sold phase (red) and Colh phase 
(blue). POM images of Colh phase of c) K


































































































a Notations of S1, S2, Colh, and I.L. are low temperature solid, high temperature solid, discotic hexagonal 
columnar, and isotopic liquid phases, respectively. b Determined by DSC charts and Dec is decomposition 
without melting behavior. c Mixing state of M+•X− into 1. Mix. and Non. corresponded to the uniform 
mixing and phase separated states, respectively.   
 
 





All (K+)•(1)•(X−) salts were air stable at 298 K in the absence of hygroscopic behavior. The vibrational 
IR spectra were similar to each other, except for the vibrational mode of counter anions (Figure 4.3). 
Figure 4.5a shows the DSC charts of K+•(1)•SCN− (red) and K+•(1)•I− (blue). The phase transition from 
solid to Colh phase was observed in the thermal cycle of DSC and also POM images (Figures 4.5c and 
4.5d), where both the fluidic and birefringence behaviors were confirmed in the Colh phase. Typical focal-
conic and/or spherulitic textures were observed in mesophase of M+•(1)•X−, suggesting the formation of 
Colh phase. Although the S2−Colh phase transition temperature of 1 itself was observed at relatively high 
temperature of 473 K, an equimolar addition of M+X− into liquid crystalline 1 decreased the phase 
transition temperature from solid to Colh phase about 50~100 K, according to the X
− anions. It should be 
noted that the introduction of M+X− into liquid crystalline 1 destabilized the solid phase and induced the 
Colh phase at relatively wide temperature range. The S−Colh phase transition temperatures of K
+•(1)•X− 
salts depended on the counter anion of X−. For instance, the transition temperatures decreased in the order 
of Br− (T = 448 K), AcO− (T = 437 K), PF6
− (T = 354 K), SCN− (T = 350 K), and I− (T = 328 K). In 
addition, the Colh−I.L phase transitions were clearly observed at 478 K for K
+•(1)•I− and at 483 K for 
K+•(1)•SCN− salts, respectively (Figure 4.5a). The phase transition behaviors of S−Colh and Colh−I.L. 
were not affected in case of hard anion Br−, while those were effectively modulated in cases of soft anions 
such as I−, PF6
−, SCN−, and AcO−.22 The incomplete K+-capturing into [18]crown-6 unit with domain 
separation of the crystalline KBr, instead of uniform mixing state, was further supported by the PXRD 
pattern of K+•(1)•Br− salt. Other four soft anions of X− = I−, PF6
−, SCN−, and AcO− showed the similar 
phase transition behaviors and also lowering in the S−Colh phase transition temperature, suggesting the 
K+-capturing into [18]crown-6 unit and mixing state of molecule 1 and K+X−. When the K+ cation was 




observed at 388 and 380 K, respectively, and the Colh−I.L. phase transitions were also clearly observed at 





472 and 453 K. Therefore, almost the uniform and complete Na+ and Cs+ capturing state in the absence of 
domain separation was achieved in Colh phase of Na
+•(1)•PF6
− and Cs+•(1)•CO3
−.   
 The temperature–dependent PXRD patterns of M+•(1)•X− were consistent with the formation of Colh 
phase. The d-spacing of hexagonal lattice with d100 = 3.9 nm of M
+•(1)•X− was accordance with that of 1 
itself with d100 = 3.4-3.9 nm at 443K (Figure 4.6a). However, the crystalline domains of inorganic M
+X− 
coexisted in K+•(1)•Br−, K+•(1)•PF6
−, and K+•(1)•I− salts due to the appearance of sharp diffraction peaks 
around 2 ~20 °, suggesting the domain separation of (M+)x•(1)•(X−)x and (1−x)(M+•X−) in Colh phase. 
On the contrary, the uniform mixing of M+X− into the ionic channel of 1 were conformed in K+•(1)•SCN−, 
K+•(1)•AcO−, Na+•(1)•PF6
−, and Cs+•(1)•CO3
− (Figure 4.6) in the absence of sharp Bragg diffraction for 
crystalline domain of inorganic dopant M+X−.   
 






Figure 4.6. a) PXRD patterns of Colh phase of molecular 1, K
+•(1)•SCN−, K+•(1)•AcO−, K+•(1)•I− and 
K+•(1)•PF6
− at 443K and corresponding salts. b) PXRD patterns of Na+•(1)•PF6
−, K+•(1)•Br− and 
Cs+•(1)•CO3
− at 300K and corresponding salts. 
 
4-3-3. Ionic conductivity of ion-capturing M+•(1)•X− salts. 
Temperature dependent ionic conductivity (ion) of M
+•(1)•X− salts of Colh phase was evaluated by 
the AC impedance spectroscopy using the sandwich-type electrode with 2~5 m gap. Figures 4.7a and 
4.7b show the anion (X−) and cation (M+) dependent ion – T plots of M
+•(1)•X− salts, respectively. The 
temperature dependent Cole-Cole (Z’−Z”) plots of 1 itself and M+•(1)•X− salts showed an ideal semicircle 





traces, corresponding to the ionic conducting behaviors (Figure 4.8). The highest ion conductivity of 
around ~10−5 S cm-1 was observed in K+•(1)•I− and Na+•(1)•PF6
− after the phase transition to I.L. state. 
Additionally, the highest conductivity at Colh phase was up to ~10
−6 S cm-1 in most K+•(1)•X− salts 
including K+•(1)•AcO−, K+•(1)•I−, K+•(1)•PF6
− and Na+•(1)•PF6
−, which magnitude was approximately 6 
times higher than that of 1 itself. Such huge conductivity enhancement can be explained by the ionic 
transport in the hydrogen-bonding array of [18]crown-6 of M+•(1)•X− salts. The K+ conductivity (K+) in 
K+•(1)•X− salts depended on the molecular structure of counter anion X−, which decreased in the order of 
I− (K+ = 1.53×10
−5 S cm−1 at 486 K), PF6
− (K+ = 6.10×10
−6 S cm−1 at 487 K), AcO− (K+ = 1.73×10
−6 S 
cm−1 at 469 K), SCN− (K+ = 1.46 ×10
−6 S cm−1 at 480 K), and Br− (K+ = 2.30×10
−8 S cm−1 at 490 K). 
The K+ value of crystalline K
+•(1)•Br− salt with domain separation was 3 orders of magnitude lower than 
that of K+•(1)•I− salt, where the mixing state of counter anion affected the phase transition behavior and 
also the magnitude of K+ values. The monovalent X
− anion was bounded by the electrostatic interaction 
with the positively charged K+(dibenzo[18]crown-6) unit, where the size and affinity of X− anions to the 
cationic unit influenced the magnitude of K+ value.   
Both the S−Colh and Colh−I.L. phase transition temperatures of K
+•(1)•X− salts were lowered by the 
K+−capturing regular array of [18]crown-6 units in contrast with that of 1 itself, suggesting the lowering 
of the intermolecular interaction between the hydrogen-bonding K+•(1) columns. The existence of X− 
anion suppressed the aggregation of each column in Colh phase and also disturbed the crystal periodicity 
of S phase. Therefore, the introduction of inorganic K+X− salt into the hydrogen-bonding array of 1 
expanded the temperature range of Colh phase. The K
+ carrier doping into the ionic channel increased the 
K+ values in contrast with free ionic channel of 1 itself. The size matching K
+ cation into the cavity of 
dibenzo[18]crown-6 effectively stabilized the supramolecular structure of K+(dibenzo[18]crown-6) unit, 
which were further connected by the four =C •••H−N amide type hydrogen-bonding interaction along the 





1D molecular assembly of ion channel. The 1D channel array of positively charged 
[K+(dibenzo[18]crown-6)]∞ increased the electrostatic repulsion in the ionic channel, which decreased the 
intermolecular interaction and destabilized the 1D column in Colh phase. The X
− anions between the 
thermally melting hydrogen-bonding 1D columns decreased the intermolecular van der Waals interaction 
between alkyl chains in Colh phase, which decreased the Colh–I.L phase transition temperature. On the 
contrary, the addition of K+ cation into the channel also destabilized the 1D columnar assembly due to the 
electrostatic interaction, which also decreased the Colh–I.L phase transition temperature. However, low 
solubility and low affinity of hard K+Br− salt into Colh phase of 1 caused the domain separation of 
(K+)x•(1)•(Br
−)x and crystalline (1-x)K
+Br−, resulting in the similar thermal behavior to that of 1 itself. 
Enough melting and mixing soft X− anions such as I− and PF6
− and complete K+-capturing at 
dibenzo[18]crown-6 decreased the intermolecular interactions to reduce the order of molecular assemblies, 
which destabilized the S−Colh and Colh−I.L. phase transition temperatures.  






Figure 4.7. Temperature-dependent ionic conductivity of M+•(1)•X−. a) Anion X− dependent K+ − T plots 
of K+•(1)•X− (X− = AcO−, SCN−, I−, and PF6
−) together with K+ free 1 itself. b) Cation X− dependent ion 
− T plots of Na+•(1)•PF6
−, K+•(1)•PF6
−, Cs+•(1)•CO3
−, and 1 itself. c) K+ ion concentration dependent log 
(K+) – T
−1 plots of (K+)x•(1)•(SCN










Figure 4.8. Temperature-dependent Z’-Z’’ plots of molecule 1 and M+•(1)•X− salts. i) molecule 1, ii)  
K+•(1)•Br−, iii) K+•(1)•I−, iv) K+•(1)•PF6
−, v) K+•(1)•AcO−, vi) K+•(1)•SCN−, vii) Na+•(1)•PF6
−, and viii) 
Cs+•(1)•CO3
−.  










− salts. The Na+ conductivity (Na+) of Na
+•(1)•PF6
− salt (Na+ = 1.7×10
−5 S 
cm−1 at 487 K) was approximately 3 and 30 times larger than those of K+•(1)•PF6
− (K+ = 6.1×10
−6 S cm−1 
at 489 K) and Cs+•(1)•HCO3
− (Cs+ = 5.9×10
−7 S cm−1 at 487 K) salts, respectively. Much smaller cation 
is effective to increase the ion values due to the difference in mass of carriers, and the M
+•••O interactions 
at dibenzo[18]crown-6 also played an important role to bind M+ cation in three kinds of ionic channels. 
The size-matching K+ ion in the ionic channel of K+([18]crown-6) was tightly bounded in the cavity of 
[18]crown-6, while slightly small Na+ cation in the ionic channel of Na+([18]crown-6) has much higher 
motional freedom than that of K+([18]crown-6) array. Therefore, the magnitude of Na+ value was 3 times 
higher than that of K+ one. On the contrary, the ionic radius of Cs
+ cation is larger than the pore size of 
[18]crown-6, which disturbed the Cs+ transport along the ionic channel and drastically suppressed the  K+ 
value.  
The cation size in the ionic channels affected the magnitude of ion values, while the occupancy of M
+ 
cation in the ionic channel also influenced the magnitude of ion values. For instance, the ion value of the 
fully occupied ionic channel of M+([18]crown-6) array should be lower than that of the partially occupied 
vacant (M+)x([18]crown-6) one due to decreasing in the electrostatic cation−cation repulsive interaction. 
We evaluated the K+ occupancy effect of K+ values in the ionic channel of (K+)x•(1)•(SCN−)x salts with 
the different K+ mixing ratio from x = 0.0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8, and 1.0. The K+ values of (K+)x•(1)•(SCN−)x with 
x = 0.0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8, and 1.0 at 470 K were observed at 2.54×10−11, 2.24×10−7, 5.01×10−6, 9.21×10−7, and 
1.88×10−7 S cm−1, respectively (Table 4.2). The maximum K+ value of (K+)x•(1)•(SCN−)x salt was 
observed at x = 0.5 with the half-filled K+ ions in the ionic channel of (K+)0.5•(1)•(SCN
−)0.5, which 
effectively reduced the Coulomb repulsive interaction between the nearest-neighboring K+ ions. The K+ 
value of (K+)0.5•(1)•(SCN
−)0.5 at 470 K was approximately 25 and 100000 times higher than that of the 





fully K+ occupied (K+)•(1)•(SCN−) salt and 1 itself. Temperature dependence K+ values of 
(K+)x•(1)•(SCN
−)x with x = 0.3 and 0.8 were similar to each other, suggesting the similar K
+ capturing 
environment in the 1D ionic channel. The existence of vacant ionic sites was essential to increase the ion 
value along the 1D ionic channel structure.  
All M+•(1)•X− salts showed the similar magnitude of ion values at the temperatures before the phase 
transition to I.L. state, where the ion values were dominated by the mass of transport carrier. The Cs+ = 
2.9×10−8 S cm−1 at 447 K of Cs+•(1)•CO3
− salt was actually lower than those of Na+ = 1.6 ×10−6 S cm−1 
at 449 K of Na+•(1)•PF6
− salt and K+ = 2.0 ×10−7  S cm−1 at 449 K of K+•(1)•AcO− salt due to the complete 
dissociation of M+ – X− pair in solution. The magnitude of ion values at Colh phase is usually dominated 
by the thermally activated hopping process between the mobile M+ sites in the 1D ionic channel of 
M+([18]crown-6) array, where the semiconducting temperature dependence is observed in all M+•(1)•X− 
salts. There was insufficient reports for the ion values in liquid crystalline phases. The K+ = 1.46×10−6 S 
cm-1 of K+•(1)•SCN− salt at 480 K was the similar magnitude to the Li+ of 10−5  ~ 10−4 S cm−1 for zwitter 
ionic liquid crystal derivative of mixture of lithium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) and 
propylene carbonate (PC) at SmA phase,17 and was also larger than the Li+ value of propylenecarbonate-













Table 4.2. Ionic conductivities (ion, S cm−1) and activation energy (Ea, eV) for (M+)•(1)•(X−) salts.  
Compound T, K 


































































































































a Ionic conductivity at I.L phase. 
 





4-3-4. Phase separated Colh phase between ionic channel 1 and ferroelectric 3BC. 
Although alkylamide (−NHCOC10H21) substituted dibenzo[18]crown−6 derivative of 1 appeared the 
hydrogen-bonding Colh phase, the ferroelectric P−E hysteresis could not be observed at all temperature 
range. For the rotation of hydrogen−bonding amide unit was suppressed in the substituted pattern of –
NHCOCnH2n+1 at benzene π-core due to large steric hindrance in contrast with that of –CONHCnH2n+1. 
The nearest−neighboring introduction of –NHCOC10H21 chains at o-position of benzene π-core drastically 
increased the steric repulsion for the rotation of hydrogen−bonding amide units. Therefore, we focused 
on the thermally stable Colh phase of the ferroelectric 3BC bearing three –CONHC14H29 chains (Scheme 
4.1) to mix with Colh phase of ionic channel 1. Simply, although the same liquid crystal Col
h phase can 
be mixed together, there is one question whether the hydrogen−bonding columns of 1 and 3BC can be 
mixed to each other. The hydrogen−bonding columns of (1)∞ and (3BC)∞ are thermally stable to form the 
homogeneous single column without the mixed column of [(1)x(3BC)1-x]∞, where the same molecules are 
stacked together in the same 1D column. On the contrary, there is two kinds of mixing states for each 1D 
column between (1)∞ and (3BC)∞. The first one is a homogeneous random mixing state without the domain 
separation, while the second one is an inhomogeneous domain separated mixing state. The mixing state 
with and without domain separation can be distinguished by the DSC diagram and PXRD pattern of Colh 
phase. When the two different hydrogen−bonding columns of (1)∞ and (3BC)∞ can coexist in Colh phase, 
interestingly, both the ionic channel and ferroelectric chain coexisted and coupled to each other.   
 
 






Figure 4.9. Phase transition and mixed state of ionic channel 1 and ferroelectric 3BC in Colh phase. a) 
DSC diagrams of mixed Colh liquid crystal of (3BC)1−x(1)x with x = 0, 0.1, and 0.2. b) POM image of 
(3BC)0.9(1)0.1 at 450 K. c) PXRD patterns of Colh phases of (3BC)0.9(1)0.1 at 380 K, 3BC at 380 K, and 1 
at 380 K. d) Schematic phase separation state of the ferroelectric 3BC domain (blue column) and ionic 
channel 1 domain (red column).    
 
     Figure 4.9 summarize the phase transition and mixed state of ionic channel 1 and ferroelectric 3BC 
in Colh phase. The S−Colh and Colh−I.L. phase transition temperatures were observed at 340 and 485 K, 
respectively, in the heating process, while the mixed liquid crystal of (3BC)0.9(1)0.1 indicated the double 
Colh−I.L. phase transition behaviors around 474 and 480 K due to the phase separated domains (Figure 
4.9a). Similarly, the S−Colh and Colh−I.L. phase transition temperatures of (3BC)0.8(1)0.2 were also doubly 
observed at 333, 341 and 478, 483 K, respectively, in the heating process, corresponding to the phase 
a) c)
b) d)





separation of each domain. The POM image of Colh phase for (3BC)0.9(1)0.1 at 450 K indicated the focal 
conic texture and was the similar to that of 3BC itself. When the 1 was much more mixed into the Colh 
phase of 3BC above x > 0.3, the phase separated state between the focal conic domain of 3BC and the 
homeotropic dark one of 1 was observed in POM images (Figure 4.10). The PXRD pattern of Colh phase 
for (3BC)0.9(1)0.1 at 380 K clearly indicated the domain separation state of the ferroelectric 3BC and the 
ionic channel 1 due to the observation of the two low-angle diffraction peaks of d100 spacing at 2.7 and 
3.6 nm, respectively, which were almost consistent with the d100 spacing of 3BC and 1 itself (Figure 4.9c). 
The hydrogen−bonding columns of 3BC and 1 were stabilized by the formation of segregated stacking 
structure of the same molecules, which were further assembled to form the single domain of each Colh 
phase. Therefore, the hydrogen-bonding columns of 3BC and 1 coexisted in the domain separated state 
(Figure 4.9d), which was consistent with the appearance of two d100 spacing in the PXRD pattern. The 
maximum molecular lengths of 1 and 3BC were approximately 4.0 and 4.5 nm, respectively, assuming 
the all-trans conformations of –NHCOC10H21 and −CONHC14H29 chains. The average intercolumn 
distances d100 of 1 and 3BC in Colh phases were shorter than those of the ideal molecular lengths, 
suggesting the interdigitated molecular assembly structures of alkylamide chains in the Colh phases. The 
PXRD patterns of (1)0.2(3BC)0.8 and (1)0.3(3BC)0.7 were also consistent with the phase separated domain 
states in Colh phase.  
 
 






Figure 4.10. POM Images of a) (3BC)0.8(1)0.2 and b) (3BC)0.7(1)0.3 
 
4-3-5. Ferroelectricity of (1)x(3BC)1-x. 
Figures 4.11a and 4.11b show the temperature−dependent ferroelectric P−E hysteresis curves of phase 
separated (1)0.1(3BC)0.9 and (1)0.2(3BC)0.8, respectively, together with that of 3BC itself. There was no 
ferroelectric response in Colh phase of ionic channel 1, and the introduction of 1 into the ferroelectric 
domain of 3BC appeared the P−E hysteresis curves. The remnant polarization (Pr) of 3BC at 353 K (f = 
1 Hz) was observed at Pr = 1.1 C cm
−2 , while the magnitude of Pr = 0.48 C cm
−2 of (1)0.1(3BC)0.9 at 
353 K was approximately 56% reduced to that of pure 3BC. Further introduction of ionic channel 1 into 
3BC in mixed state of (1)0.2(3BC)0.8 suppressed the Pr to 0.26 C cm
−2 at 373 K with only the 24% 
magnitude of 3BC itself. The introduction of non-ferroelectric 1 into the ferroelectric 3BC drastically 
suppressed the ferroelectric P−E responses due to the phase separated domains and reduction of the inter-
columnar ferroelectric interaction. Although the magnitude of Pr value was suppressed by the introduction 
of 1 into 3BC, the magnitude of coercive electric filed (Eth) of (1)x(3BC)1-x was observed at the same Eth 
for 3BC itself.  Figure 4.11c shows the mixing ratio (n) vs. Pr plots of (1)x(3BC)1-x. A linear correlation 
was observed in the mixing ratio form x = 0, 0.1, to 0.2. The addition of 30% for (1)0.3(3BC)0.7 completely 





disappeared the ferroelectric response, which was consistent with the extrapolation in the linear n − Pr 
plots.   
 
Figure 4.11. Temperature-dependent P−E hysteresis curves of Colh phases for mixed crystals of a) 
(3BC)0.9(1)0.1, b) (3BC)0.8(1)0.2, and c) mixing ratio (n) vs. Pr plots of (1)n(3BC)1-n. 
 
 4-3-6. Ferroelectricity of ion doped (3BC)0.9[(M+)x•(1)0.1•(X−)x] (1)x(3BC)1-x.  
The M+X- doping effect into the ferroelectric P−E response of mixed Colh phase of (3BC)0.9(1)0.1 was 
evaluated to fabricate the ion-conducting organic ferroelectrics. The motional freedom of M+ cation in 
ionic channel of 1 in ferroelectric domain of 3BC is expected to affect the ferroelectric P−E response of 
mixed Colh phase of (3BC)0.9(1)0.1. We tried to introduce the three kinds of Na
+, K+, and Cs+ cations into 
















different dynamic behaviors according to the size of cations, where the mobility of Na+ cation should be 
higher than those of K+ and large size Cs+ cation could not pass through the cavity of [18]crown-6. The 
occupancy states of Na+, K+, and Cs+ cations in the ionic channel were fixed at 50% probability to keep 
enough mobile environments. The difference about the dynamic behavior of cations was evaluated by the 
P−E responses of mixed Colh phase. Figures 4.12a, 4.12b, and 4.12c summarize the temperature 







2−)0.025], respectively. The 
magnitude of Pr for all the ion-doped salts was enhanced by increasing in the temperature, where the 







2−)0.025] salts were observed at Pr = 1.2 C cm
-2 at 353 K,  Pr = 1.1 C cm
-
2 at 363 K, and Pr = 0.9 C cm
-2 at 353 K, respectively.  Figure 4.12d shows the temperature dependent 
Pr values for Na







2−)0.025]. Although the Pr values at 
343 K for these three salts were almost the same at Pr ~ 0.7 C cm
-2, the Pr values increased in the order 








2−)0.025] were observed at Pr =  1.74, 1.28, and 1.04 C cm
-2 at 363 K, 
suggesting the difference in the dynamic behavior for each cation at high temperature range.  











−)0.05], and c) 
(3BC)0.9[(Cs
+)0.05•(1)0.1•(HCO3
2−)0.025]. c) Temperature dependent Pr values of Na
+, K+, and Cs+ doped 
(3BC)0.9(1)0.1.   
 
    A difference of magnitude of Pr values for the three salts were discussed from the viewpoint of 
possible dynamic behavior of 50% occupied Na+, K+, and Cs+ cations in the ionic channel of 1, which 
affected the polarization magnitude of (3BC)0.9[(M
+)0.05•(1)0.1•(X
−)0.05]. Scheme 4.3 shows the coupling 




+ = Na+, K+, and Cs+. The ion conduction along the electric filed (E) 
can generate the local electric filed (Eloc) along the column direction due to the concentration slope of M+ 










6), (K+)0.5([18]crown-6), and (Cs
+)0.5([18]crown-6) was responsible for the electric filed E. However, each 
dynamic behavior of Na+, K+, and Cs+ cations were different to each other. Smaller size of Na+ cation than 
the cavity size of [18]crown-6 easily modulates the position of Na+ ions in the ionic channel and generates 
the local electric filed (Eloc) and the ionic polarization (Pion) along the E direction of the ionic motion, 
which response is a linear paraelectric P – E correlation and contributes to the overall Pr value due to the 
effective application of additional Eloc. Although the mobility of K
+ cations in the ionic channel was lower 
than that of Na+ one, the application of enough magnitude of the E value at high temperature region enable 
to generate the Pion along the ionic channel. Therefore, subtle and weak temperature dependent Pr behavior 
of K+ salt than that of Na+ one was observed in (3BC)0.9[(K
+)0.05•(1)0.1•(PF6
−)0.05] (Figure 4.12d). On the 
contrary, the large size Cs+ cation could not transport through the cavity of [18]crown-6, which generated 
the small magnitude of Pion contribution due to the subtle Cs
+ displacement along the direction of the ionic 
channel. Therefore, the temperature dependent Pr enhancement for Cs
+ doped salt of 
(3BC)0.9[(Cs
+)0.05•(1)0.1•(HCO3
2−)0.025] was much smaller than those of Na
+ and K+ ones. The occupation 
states of Na+ and K+ cations under the E ≠ 0 V were relaxed from the biased state to randomly occupied 
state under the E = 0 V, which processes were also contributed to the P−E hysteresis curves with the 
polarization enhancement factor of the ionic displacement effect.   
 
 










+ = Na+, K+, and Cs+. a) Coexistence of ferroelectric domain 






The ion conduction along the electric filed (E) generates the local electric filed (Eloc) along the column 
direction. b) 50% occupied M+ ionic channels of (Na+)0.5([18]crown-6), (K
+)0.5([18]crown-6), and 
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Alkylamide-substituted (−NHCO10H21) dibenzo[18]crown−6 derivative (1) was prepared to form 
N−H•••O= amide-type hydrogen-bonding assisted 1D ionic channel at the overlap of central cavity of the 
molecule. Both the organogellation and nanofiber formations of 1 clearly supported the formation of 1D 
molecular assembly structures through the N−H•••O= hydrogen-bonding interactions. Although the 
formation of Colh phase was observed at relatively high temperature range above 473 K, the ferroelectric 
P−E response was not observed in the Colh phase. A molecular design of 1 was not suitable for the 
ferroelectric dipole inversion system along the 1D N−H•••O= hydrogen-bonding chains, which was 
completely different form that of the alkylamide-substituted (-CONHCnH2n+1) benzene derivative of 3BC. 
The ionic conducting behaviors was observed in inorganic M+X− salt doped 1 and uniform mixing and 
domain separation state were confirmed in K+•(1)•SCN−, K+•(1)•AcO−, Na+•(1)•PF6
−, and Cs+•(1)•CO3
−. 
The ionic conductivity of M+•(1)•X− salts at Colh phase and I.L phase was evaluated by the AC impedance 
spectroscopy, and the highest ionic conductivity around ~10−5 S cm-1 at I.L. phase were observed in 
K+•(1)•I− and Na+•(1)•PF6
− which magnitude was approximately 6 orders of magnitude higher than that 
of 1 itself. Additionally, the highest conductivity at Colh phase was up to ~10
−6 S cm-1 , where the  huge 
conductivity enhancement can be explained by the ionic transport in the hydrogen-bonding array. The 
occupation states of K+ cation in (K+)x•(1)•(SCN
−)x salts were modulated to control the ionic conductivity, 
and the maximum K+ value was observed at (K
+)0.5•(1)•(SCN
−)0.5 salt with 50% filled K
+ ions in the ionic 
channel in order to reduce the Coulomb repulsive interaction between the nearest-neighboring K+ ions. 
Although the phase separated domains of non-ferroelectric 1 and ferroelectric 3BC were observed in the 
mixed Colh phase of (1)x(3BC)1-x, the Colh phases at x = 0.1 and 0.2 showed the ferroelectric P−E 
responses. The magnitude of Pr of (1)x(3BC)1-x was linearly suppressed by increasing in the mixing ratio 
from x = 0, 0.1, to 0.2. The M+X- doping into the ferroelectric mixed Colh phases based on (3BC)0.9(1)0.1 





were fabricated to modulate the ferroelectric polarization assisted by the dynamic ion displacements in 
the 50% filled ionic channel of 1. Small size of Na+ effectively enhanced the magnitude of polarization 
due to the Na+ motion along the ionic channels to generate the ionic polarization. Similar ionic polarization 
effect was observed in the K+ doped ionic channel of (3BC)0.9[(K
+)0.05•(1)0.1•(PF6
−)0.05] salt. However, 
quite low mobility of Cs+ cation in (3BC)0.9[(Cs
+)0.05•(1)0.1•(HCO3
2−)0.025] salt indicated only the subtle 
ion displacement to contribute small magnitude of the overall polarization. The ionic motion can assist 
the polarization behaviors of the ion conducting liquid crystalline molecular ferroelectrics. Such new kinds 
of multi-functional organic materials have a potential to control the polarization state in the flexible 
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In this thesis, I tried to fabricate several kinds of the functional hydrogen-bonding supramolecular 
materials with diverse physical properties including in the molecular absorption, ionic conduction, and 
dielectric responses based on specific molecular frameworks of bis-urea, bithiazole, and crown ether. 
Chapter 2. Bis-urea macrocycle derivative formed a variety of host-guest supramolecular assembly 
structures based on the hydrogen-bonding interaction between urea units. Through a simple crystallization 
technique from the corresponding organic solvents, bis-urea macrocycle showed a structural diversity 
according to the size and length of the guest molecules. In rod-like molecules such as acetic acid and 1,5-
diaminophentane, the 1D columnar hydrogen-bonding assembly structure of bis-urea was observed in the 
1D tubular structure. On the contrary, the crystallization from the small size aromatic molecules such as 
pyridine and pyrroles, the zig-zag 2D hydrogen-bonding layer structures were observed according to the 
guest molecules. Especially in, the complex formation with ethylenediamine formed a different type of 
2D zig-zag hydrogen-bonding layer structure containing macrocycle dimers. All guest molecules were 
able to be removed in vacuum condition or thermal treatment. After removal of the guests, two kinds of 
vacant structures were confirmed in the 1D columnar (S1’) and shrinking 2D layer (S2’) structures, 
respectively. Interestingly, these two structures were transformable to each other by simple guest 
absorption-desorption process or thermal treatment. When the S1’ state was kept in the high temperature, 
the transformation from S1’ to S2’ was confirmed and the S2’ phase was thermally stable than the S1’ 
one. On the contrary, the absorption and desorption of acetic acid transformed the S2’ arrangement to S1’. 
In addition, the sorption properties of the two vacant structures were evaluated and the S1’ phase showed 
a selective absorption for CO2 without N2 absorption. Whereas the S2’ did not show absorption for gas 
molecules neither CO2 nor N2, which was attributed to the shrinking arrangement of pores. Therefore, I 
proposed a dimensional crossover and structural transformation of hydrogen-bonding bis-urea macrocycle 
derivative, which was sensitive to the external stimuli such as heat and molecular sorption cycles. 




Chapter 3. Proton accepting 2,4-DABT and its structural isomer of 2,5-DABT were utilized to form 
acid-base ionic crystal, where the proton-donating phosphoric acid was mixed with these two isomers to 
form different cationic and anionic molecular assembly structures. The relationship between hydrogen-
bonding networks and proton conductivity in crystalline state was discussed in detail. Through the 
adjustment of the acidity in the crystallization condition, five kinds of single crystals were obtained in the 
different cation - anion stoichiometry. Depending on the isomer and the formula of crystals, five kinds of 
the hydrogen-bonding network structures from 1D to 3D were observed in the single crystal X-ray 
structural analyses. The 1D single chain was observed in mono-cationic salt of 2,4-HDABT+ with H2PO4
-, 
while the 1D two-leg ladder chain hydrogen-bonding interaction was conformed in di-cationic 2,4-
H2DABT2+. The 2D hydrogen-bonding layer was observed in di-cationic 2,5-H2DABT2+ salt, while the 
3D networks was constructed by the mixed state of anionic H2PO4
- and neutral H3PO4 in the mixed proton-
transferred salts of 2,4-H2DABT2+ and 2,5-H2DABT2+. In these 3D networks, the 2D layers were 
connected by the additional inter-layer hydrogen-bonding interaction. In the bulk state, the proton 
conductivity increased as the dimension grown of the hydrogen-bonding interactions. In addition, proton 
conductivity of three kinds of single crystals was evaluated to discuss the mechanism of conductivity. 
Because the different hydrogen-bonding networks and proton transport pathways along the different 
crystal axis, anisotropic conductivity was confirmed according to the strength and uniformity of hydrogen-
bonding interactions, where the magnitude of proton conductivity was two orders of magnitude difference 
to each other. Furthermore, through comparing in the conducting pathways for the different hydrogen-
bonding networks, the high proton conductivity was found in the mixed protonated state and uniform 
hydrogen-bonding interaction. Therefore, the control in the hydrogen-bonding framework with uniform 
and mixed protonated state are essential for designing in the excellent proton conductor with high 
performance. The preset designing strategy will further provide the understanding in and innovation for 




the development of high and anisotropic organic proton conductors. 
Chapter 4. Alkylamide-substituted (−NHCOC10H21) hydrogen-bonding dibenzo[18]crown-6 
derivative (1) was prepared to stabilize the one-dimensional (1D) ionic channel structure, which were 
consistent with the formations of organogel, nanofiber, and discotic hexagonal columnar (Colh) liquid 
crystal phase. The 1D hydrogen-bonding chains of 1 were not suitable for the ferroelectric response 
through the dipole inversion of the N−H•••O= hydrogen-bonding direction. The introduction of M+X− 
salts into the ionic channel of 1: M+ = Na+, K+, Cs+ and X− = Br−, I−, SCN−, AcO−, PF6
−, and CO3
−, 
enhanced the ionic conductivity of Colh phase of M
+•(1)•X− salts, where the highest ionic conductivity 
reached at ~10−6 S cm-1 for K+•(1)•I− and Na+•(1)•PF6
− and was approximately 5 orders of magnitude 
higher than that of 1. The partially occupied (K+)0.5•(1)•(SCN
−)0.5 salt indicated much higher K
+ 
conductivity than the fully K+ occupied  (K+)•(1)•(SCN−) to reduce the Coulomb repulsive between the 
nearest-neighboring K+ ions. The 1D hydrogen-bonding Colh domain of 1 was non-ferroelectric state, 
while the introduction of 1 into ferroelectric 3BC formed the ferroelectric response at mixed Colh phase 
of (1)x(3BC)1-x with x = 0.1 and 0.2. The M
+X− doping into the ferroelectric mixed Colh phase of 
(3BC)0.9(1)0.1 modulated the magnitude of ferroelectric polarization assisted by the ion displacements in 
the 50% filled ionic channel of (3BC)0.9[(M
+)0.05•(1)0.1•(X
−n)0.05/n] salts. Both the Na
+ and K+ cations 
effectively enhanced the magnitude of the polarization due to the Na+ and K+ motions along the ionic 
channel to generate the ionic polarization, while significantly large Cs+ cation in the ionic channel showed 
only a subtle ion displacement to contribute the small magnitude of ionic polarization. The ionic motions 
assisted the polarization behaviors of the ion conducting liquid crystalline molecular ferroelectrics. Such 
new kinds of multi-functional organic materials have a potential to control the polarization state in the 
flexible memory devices.   





In the present thesis, several hydrogen-bonding supramolecular assemblies were designed and 
fabricated to form a variety of functional organic molecules. Interesting molecular absorption properties 
and its structural transformation (Chapter 2), proton conducting properties (Chapter 3), and the hybrid 
ionic conductivity and ferroelectricity (Chapter 4) were proposed in the structural transformation, 
intramolecular proton transportation, and ionic and molecular motions in the hydrogen-bonding molecular 
assemblies. Detail structural information based on the single crystal X-ray structural analysis revealed the 
structural diversity and also enable us to discuss the relationship between the molecular assemblies and 
physical properties. Because of the symmetric hydrogen-bonding sites of bis-urea macrocycle derivative, 
the molecule constructed diverse molecular assemblies, which was sensitive to the external stimuli of 
heating and guest molecular sorption. Through the controlling in structural transformation, the adsorption 
abilities for molecules were reversibly conformed and the second example of bithiazole derivative isomers 
also formed a variety of hydrogen-bonding molecular assembly frameworks, showing high and anisotropic 
proton conductivity. The importance of the uniform hydrogen-bonding networks and mixed proton 
transferred state effectively enhanced the magnitude of proton conductivity. Finally, the 1D channel of 
crown-ether assembly by the N-H···O hydrogen-bonding interaction provided an efficient ionic transport 
channel, which helped us to understand a formation of 1D uniform hydrogen-bonding channel and further 
combination such as ionic conductivity and ferroelectricity to fabricate multi-functional material. 
Therefore, the design of functional molecule and control in the molecular assembly structures are one of 
the essential points of view to achieve novel molecular material. Furthermore, the establishment of such 
molecular designing strategy will be one of important fundamental scientific point of view for the 
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